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Please note: some words that have an ending with ‘ful’ are not misspelled. I
have deliberately spelt them with their ending being ‘FULL’. This is to emphasize
the importance and fullness and thus, Energy of the word. Since I have always
associated “full” with complete, I fnd it at times not easy to read words that end in
‘ful’ because the mind sees it as incomplete. Although we are starting to learn the
truth about the purpose of the English language, hence, its ambiguity and
inconsistency in its grammar and spelling, I felt important to ensure the Energy to

certain words with the ‘ful’ at the end of them by spelling them with ‘FULL” instead.
Examples: beautiful to BeautiFULL, wonderful to WonderFULL, grateful to
GrateFULL and so on. Also note that there are words in middle of sentences or
paragraphs that start with a capital letter. Again this is not a spelling error. It is to
simply accentuate the importance behind the word, its energy or power.

“The intuitive mind is a Sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful
servant. We have created a society that honours the servant and has
forgotten the gift.”
Albert Einstein

....Wherever your Heart is, that is where you’ll fnd your Treasure.......you will
never ....be able to keep it quiet.....You will never be able to escape from your
Heart. So it’s Better to Listen to what it has to say....or....we sufer terribly.....Tell
your Heart that the fear of sufering is worse than the sufering itself. And that no
Heart has ever sufered when it goes in search of its dreams, because every second
of the search is a second’s encounter with God and with Eternity....when I have
been truly searching for my treasure, every day has been luminous, because I’ve
known that every hour was a part of the dream that i would fnd it. When I have
been Truly searching for my Treasure. I’ve discovered things along the way that I
never would have seen had I not had the courage to try things that seem
impossible ....to achieve.....Everyone on earth has a treasure that awaits
him....unfortunately...few follow the path laid out for them-the path to their Personal
Legends, and to happiness. Most people see the World as a threatening
place.....Heart...never...stop speaking....when... wandered far
from....dreams....heart...sound the alarm...”
Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist

I had dreamed for so long in wanting to counsell Children and Adolescents because
of my own personal experiences of what I have gone through. Watching my
beloved older brother, Peter, what he was subjected to in life, and the Enormous
love he showed my sister and I; I sharing an inseparable life with My beautifull Twin
Sister, Christine for so long, Her devotional Love and Inspiration, and special
abilities: gave me Extraordinary desire and deep passion to begin the stepping
stones it seems now they were, towards that deep desire of the dream. It gave me
incredible strength, sanity and motivation.
And so my journey began: Teaching, Counselling, helping, and participate in all
sorts of Programs and Activities, for students of all ages, the hearing, hearing
impaired, and those with various other disabilities. Primary, Secondary, TAFE and

Night Education included.
I met My frst husband in 1989. I spoke about this dream of mine. He is the Blessing
and the Angel that helped me dearly to this Amazing dream of mine come true.
Through deep thought, creation, preparation and much love, in 1997 Adolescent
and Child Counselling (A.C.C.) was ofcially opened. It was a most Precious Special
time of my life. If it was not for Kurt I don't know if I would have ever been able to
have begun this Special and Important part of the Historical Journey. Precious Soul
Kurt with a heart of gold, THANK YOU with all of My Heart and Soul. I love you. In
fact My beloved Soul Shona, Kurt’s Sister, tried to have Kurt and I meet. Universe
had already stepped in and surprised all three of us as fate unfolded. Her love and
grace and My adoration for Kurt’s family is deep (as is for all those I dearly love in
my life).
In 2001 Adolescent and Child Counselling (A.C.C.) changed its name to refect its
own growth, becoming known as Australia Counselling Clinic (A.C.C), with
Adolescent and Child Counselling and (an addition) Women’s Counselling Services
under its wings, to assist in the well-being, development and creative growth of the
individual and family unit. I had dreams. Expansive dreams. Dreams of wanting to
go further to doing my PhD and absolutely expanding the private practice. I wanted
to be the best in my profession of counselling. I suppose I forgot I was already
giving from the core of my whole soul all the best of me to helping others.
Phenomenal unexpected changes began to unfold along the way within my own
personal life when I suddenly desired this search to fnd me. I thought I really knew
until events began to unfold that lead me to begin to question who I am and the
truth of life.And so my quest to fnd it began. For me it was the most terrifying, most
challenging and frightening time of my life because it meant having to make some
very intense changes. It was not easy for me. At the time I could not explain or
thought anyone would trully understand why or for what reasons I was doing
this.......
Back in those days of mine, School did not teach the truth of life. They were more
focused in teaching lies, and in how to live within a controlled Matrix, let alone in
how they tried to force me to believe things that did not resonate with me, or do
things that felt so robotic. Now I understand why. Now it all starts to make sense.
At the time though it was another story.
In my deepest fears and not knowing how or what to do to begin this Soul Quest, I
made some of the most biggest mistakes. I often wondered in those times if there
was another more harmonious and easier way of fnding myself. Now I know yes,
having gained enormous wisdom and knowledge along the way.

“You have abandoned the inner child in favor of intellectual concepts which are
based on ignorant fallacies.”
Jesus Christ
“The Good News is that the moment you decide what you know is more important
than what you have been taught to believe, you will have shifted gears in your
quest for abundance.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)

Along the way, souls that touched my heart, my soul, my life, or left footprints,
ignited profound personal changes within myself and my views of the depth of
passion of how to live life, that they opened special doors within the core of me to
write, draw, dream and be able to take immense leaps of faith into the unknown.
This lead Australia Counselling Clinic in 2005 to also undergo its own major change,
thus a new logo and a name: Angelic Healing Services.
We are never alone for the existence of life is far beyond that which we were once
made to believe, being only on Earth. But to know that we can have those on Earth
from a more physical perspective, to hold our hand, comfort us, love us, guide us,
and protect us, support us, Believe in us and in our Precious dreams, provide
strength and inspiration, motivation and thus, greater strength and reason to want
to continue to Progress forward.
Undeniably, my love ones are the backbone, my most Precious Gems, the core and
huge part of this journey. My deepest gratitude to them all and my love immense.
You are priceless beyond words. And I will forever be dearly Gratefull and Thankfull
to each and every one of you. Including pets, Guides, Universal Realms, and Nature
itself!!!!! As well those that I am not able to see for so many reasons, and those
that have crossed over to another Realm of existence (although I do communicate
with some via spirit).
And so it is for this reason what I have written I dedicate to those that are my life.
(Please see Acknowledgment Message ).

"The highest reward for man's toil is not what he gets for it, but what he
becomes by it."
John Ruskin 1819-1900

In that signifcant time of my life, and in over the years of contributing to the
World, I began to evolve in ways that left me totally unimaginably astounded.
And watching it in others brought deeper insight into wanting to learn, to start
fnding forgiveness in myself for the things I had done and some of the choices
and decisions I had made out of deep fear, and most of all it forced me to
question my depth of faith and trust in the Universe, let alone in myself. A deep
journey flled with much love, light, tears and joy, challenges, tests and lessons,
peace and most of all harmony……

"Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them."
Albert Einstein (1829 - 1955 ) German Physicist

“Faith dares the Soul to go farther than it can see.”
William Clarke

“And the day came when the risk it took to remain tight inside the bud
was more painful than the risk it took to blossom.”
Anas Nin

It is through Angelic Healing Services that I Trully began to learn the true
defnition of Growth, Evolution, Enlightenment, Awakenings, Universal Laws, the
depth of Adversities one faces and the Incredible Strength and Determination
with Hope to get through them, Dreams, and the Truth of Existence on Earth. It

is with such great Honour to have had the privilege of running Angelic Healing
Services and watch the world unfold from a far greater perspective as well as
within myself, gaining a phenomenal amount of knowledge and Wisdom along
the way.

In 2011 Otto Vetter and I met. It was not planned. We both hoped and prayed for
many things, and suddenly, one afternoon both of us were guided to go for a
walk at Merrick’s Beach in Victoria, Australia. We both had guards up and every
wall imaginable surrounding us when suddenly, upon meeting, for a moment all
the fears and walls just dissipated. The Love, the Peace so harmonious that Light
shone to every corner of our Souls. It was the most Extraordinary experience.

“In the span of a single second, our lives can change as energy moves
at a pace more Rapid than anything we can fathom…..our lives can
change immeasurably.” Such a change “can transform our lives in a
blink of an eye.”
Madisyn Taylor, DailyOM.com

We began to share our knowledge about life, love, our resources and networks,
our vast experiences, wisdom and insights that we gained along the way over
the years prior, and the awareness. Together we began to walk this next part of
the journey. But those defenses and walls of every level also decided to go up;
our protective barriers. However, regardless of our deep pain and past

heartache, we continued with determination to work on our healings and
forgiving ourselves, let alone others. And We were determined to step outside
the domains of the “Matrix” that life was forced unto life itself for lifetimes. The
Ultimate Goal: to remove ourselves from the limitations, control and slavery that
no longer served us or Life itself.

In 2012 Angelic Healing Services went through what is called a major “Cosmic
Explosion”. I unknowingly embarked on a path that lead to the Birth of Sòlance
Voyage Gallery, transforming Angelic Healing Services in a way that was a Total
Surprise. It was done by both unexpected known and unknown forces, as well
forced upon the whole path. Angelic Healing Services, its Essence, its Morals
and Values, and all that it stood for was passed on to Sòlance Voyage Gallery to
continue and Expand on its horizons.

Upon our journey together with Sòlance Voyage Gallery, it was not easy. It
meant having to clear the cobwebs and bringing light to the corners where
darkness lurked within our own hearts. Much likening it to the metaphor of
scrubbing the ‘gunk’ from a pot to bring the shine back. Many times I wondered
if we were able to achieve breaking our own let alone each other’s walls down in
the whole process of setting ourselves free from the Matrix. But then suddenly
two unstoppable Phoenixes began to Emerge and come to life!!!!!

Extraordinary levels of Stamina, Hope, Intense Faith, Phenomenal Courage,
Strength, Determination and Perseverance, coupled with fully grasping the
defnition of Enlightenment and Immense Devotion, was required. Otto’s most

beloved dog became one of our most precious Guides. She played a Major Key
role in both of our lives. Zoe had the most Amazing Big heart both in her
Personality And Physically!!!!!……We still hold her dear to our Hearts.

I count him braver who overcomes his desires than him who conquers
his enemies; for the hardest victory is over self.
Aristotle 384BC-322BC

Sòlance Voyage Gallery is a True Incredible Blessing for both of us. Something I
never had Trully envisioned. It has changed both Otto and me forever. The
Awakening Richer, Deeper, Signifcantly more Meaningfull. Otto and Zoe Vetter I
love you both soooooooo much. I thank you !!!!!

Time, as we know it at present, has Great Signifcance to why and how things
unfold. We may not understand ALL of life’s events, but those we do, we can
Fully come to Appreciate the Meaning behind it all. I suppose the key is learning
to be able to forgive ourselves, to authentically and honorably learn from our
past experiences so that we are not repeating them selfshly with no regard for
those we hurt whom we deeply care about; facing our fears and insecurities, and
going deep within the core of our hearts to fnd our core soul essence of who we
really are, and our soul's purpose. And of course to love with all of our Hearts,
and Embrace the true life with Peace. We owe it to ourselves.

Living in the pure bliss of the moment, in our own space and connection with our

inner Divinity is deeply signifcant as well very important to our path. Sometimes
this is not easy to do in the midst of an adversity, but that moment of stillness,
this meaning of silence, that moment of going deep within, to the core of our
hearts, to our sacred place, our dreams, our essence, and connect with Nature
and its life forms, to be in the present moment, trully can perform remarkable
Miracles, Magic and unfoldings.

Although Sòlance Voyage Gallery has led us on a deeper transformation journey
that I had never anticipated upon its birth!!!!!, it has only just begun it's own
personal journey. With love ones and beautifull pets, Rainbow Lorekeet Maxi and
Magical full of Love Cat Cloe, a part of my life, and my deep love for nature
makes My Heart so warm with so much Love and Smiles, excited for what's to
unfold beyond the horizon...........

Upon this part of the journey I found a sacred path so Special. LOVE has a
diverse levels of meaning, and yet the one I speak of is that that warms my soul
to deep peace within. It can be that pureness of love a pet, a blooming fower,
the ocean, the dew on a leaf or grass, the blue sky, the sun, the stars, the oak or
maple trees, seasons, a child, a love one, a soul, of quiet time, of nature, of the
Angels and Guides, of the Divine Source of Pure Love and Light..........diverse yet
of such Pure True Sacred Enrichment. It has ofered me the True Grace and great
Respect to be able to walk with more Harmony in my Heart, more understanding
and to hold the Essence of this profoundness as a realization of the true
defnition of love. It is like a fower and its ever lasting fragrance lingering in the
core of my soul.

“Your task is not to seek for Love, but merely to seek and fnd all the
barriers within yourself that you have built against it.”
Jalal ad-Din Rumi

I do not know where this journey will end, what destination it will fnd itself, whether
by fate or destiny, or simply choice. What I do know is this:

“Sometimes the greatest dreams that come true are the dreams you never
knew you had…..paths you didn’t know you were meant to walk…..one day
you look back and realize you’ve climbed…..the most Beautiful Mountain
top.”
http://www.vibeenglish.com/sometimes-the-greatest-dreams-that-come-true-arethe-dreams-you-never-even-knew-you-had.html/
“At some point…..we realise that we have Embarked upon a path. At some
time we know Immediately, other times we look back and the pieces
ftting together into a Woven whole.”
Randy Compton, The Insight Story ™ Card Set Guidebook for Insight
“One famous author once said that dreams may sometimes be like stars,
you can try to reach them, but sometimes following them will lead you
instead to your actual destiny, instead of the one that you envisioned at
frst…..”
www.searchquotes.com

We search for what is missing in our lives, only to realise it has always been
embedded deep within ourselves, and right under our noses. We may have run for
so long afraid to open our souls, fearing the essence of feeling for whatever the
reasons it has been associated to. How is it possible to acknowledge our own
worth, the beauty of our own existence, and the gratitude of Blessings to embrace if
only we are able to do is be paralysed with fear? It is ok to have this feeling yet
another to impede on our growth, to breathe the core of life. This gives one not the
chance to stand still for a moment from running, just to truly see that they are in
fact safe and it is the mere experience itself that has left them not wanting to
embrace. Sometimes our belief system can control us manifesting that which we in
our souls know is not what we want. Sometimes the numbing efect as a result of

fear that has had such a profound impact in our lives, results in not being aware of
what we can indeed embrace with joy, peace and Grace.
Let silence take you to the core of life. Jalaluddin Rumi

Please also read:
Para Kas Profle
The Journey
I claim My own Truth
The Glory of LIfe
The Name "Sòlance Voyage Gallery"
The Logo
The Directors
Sòlance Voyage Gallery

Para Profle:

The face that shows The Changes, the Evolution towards A Deeper, more
Meaningful Awakening.
"It takes Phenomenal Courage and Truth to step outside the Paradigm of
what is expected of us, so as to Thrive and Represent The Truth of who we
Truly are. To do so with Thought, Grace, Respect and True Humbleness ."
Para Kas

Please also read:
The Journey
I claim My own Truth
The Glory of LIfe
The History

Para Kas' great depth of hard work faced with extraordinary adversities in life, the
courage to pursue that which is for her Highest Good and learning the most
valuable lessons that life has had to offer her along the way, and in fulfilling some
of her long treasured dreams, has gained her great respect and recognition within
the public eye.

Para Kas
“PHILOSOPHIA”
Writer * Artist * Photographer

“I am that I am, I am thee, I am thy, I am neither, I am either, ....I am that I am, I am the sea, the
land, the stars, the planets ...I am the trees that grow with depth towards the Heaven above ...I am
heaven and earth, I am the Angels, the fairies, the elves, and I am yin and yang ...numbers and
compassion... compass and water. Thee I am, thy I am, neither thee, neither thy... I am that I am,
I am Para Kas with a passion to guide thee and thy soul to grace ....to evolve to their Highest
state ....this and with God yes, I am that I am.... I am one with God thee and thy.
I am that I am. I am Love I am Light I am Life and Harmony, but I also know in this Awakened
world…….amongst those who choose to hurt and destruct….. to ensure I Honour my vows to
my destined Own Truth….. and for my cries and the depth of pain that comes from the core of
my soul to be heard…. I am also thus thunder, lightning and the storms, I am the hails and the
earthquakes, heavy rains, and fiery tides of the oceans. I am the tornados and the hurricanes, the
meteorites and roaring fires, the cyclones and winds, the dust storms and blizzards, the frost and
icebergs too.
Yet also gentle enough I am to quietly be heard, I am the dew and the drizzle, the snowflakes and
mist…I am the Rainbow and soft wind, the humidity and Twilight too. I am the sea breeze, the
soft clouds, the Sun heat and the fog…..I am that I am, I am thee, I am thy, I am neither, I am
either,…. I am that I am, I am Para Kas who wants what is my Birthright to be and to have:
Harmony Peace, Love, Health, Long Life, Fulfillment of the Soul, to Live the Fullness of its
Purest Source, and share it with those who believe in the same form.”

Para Kas ©2016

“The journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.”
Chinese proverb

With Extensive years of experience in Counselling, Spiritual Guidance and Healing, and as an
Educational Therapist, Para Kas has a profound understanding of the diverse range of problems
experienced in everyday life. Para has used a number of Holistic Modalities in her private
practice, to restoring health, harmony, inner peace, confidence and balance within an individual.
She has helped individuals to take control of their lives, including finding clarity, direction and
purpose in life.
Para Kas's background includes Psychology and Mathematics, 2 scholarships, awarded the
Grand Champion Student Award for The Outstanding Achievement of Tarot, and the
Numerology and Palmistry Top 10( no. 5) Award at the Visionary Spiritual Institute of Australia,
and was granted recognition as being one of the Top Leading 5 Star Psychics in Australia.
'Highly Qualified and Respected Experienced Practitioner, Para Kas is renown for the inspiration
that she brings into the hearts of many worldwide through her photography, art and
writings/poetry.
“Art and words play a signifcant role in restoring our faith and bringing light into
our lives, inspiration, hope and joy to our souls. For me art is an expression of my
own Soul, whether it be in my writings, a drawing, painting, photography, paper
crafts or other forms of creative inspirational arts, including gardening. I love
Flowers and watching gloriously them grow.
I love to do more of art and craft variations which include materials, as well
sculpturing. That is something I am working also towards.
Being Creative brings me the opportunity to deepen my connection with my Inner
Soul, Universe and Life. It motivates me in the process of healing, brings great
clarity where there was darkness, is the voice of my own Being, Soul, Heart and
Mind. For me Art is also a form of language from a Higher Source- The Universe.”

“Discover your true impulses, not those that an artificial social belief and value system has
forced upon you, but those that are truly your very own and unique impulses, you are here
to fulfill in this incarnation. To contribute your part, by participating in the great and
beautiful human musical accord of human sanctity.”
Ute Posegga-Rudel
“….New discoveries are constantly Emerging that challenge what we thought we previously
knew. And so every now and then we come to paradigm shifting realizations that alter our
perception of what it means to be human, what we are capable of, and what the true nature
of reality is.”

Arjun Walia
I have had the privileged of observing, assisting and working with Professionals, children,
adolescents and parents. I attended and contributed to Welfare and Discipline Committee
meetings and School Programs for Disruptive Adolescents, and conducted extensive study into
the psychological disturbances that affect children’s behaviour in various environments. I
assisted in the study, assessment, diagnosis and treatment of communication disorders in children
with differing levels of literacy and hearing impairments. I also observed and designed Programs
and activities, and applied them in the assessment and treatment of speech disorders in children
with impaired hearing.
We wish we could always be able to protect children and adolescents from the stress of aversive
life events, but they can be provided with the skills necessary to cope with these events and rise
above life’s adversities, providing them with knowledge and positive social and adequate
problems-solving skills, as well find meaning and understanding in life. They simply need to be
made aware of the availability of resources and services to them, to be well informed about and
educated in issues that will have or has an impact in their lives.
Some of the most prestigious associations/organizations I have had the wonderfull opportunity to
be a member of on my journey included.
Australian Childhood Foundation (Former: Australians Against Child Abuse); Children’s
Protection Society Inc. ; Anglicare Parentzone (Victoria); Inner Peace Institute of Wellbeing;
Centre for Grief Education; Australian Counselling Association (ACA); Australian Institute of
Professional Counsellors; Australian Association of the Deaf; Specific Learning Difficulties
Association of Victoria; Australian Psychics Association APA; Mathematics Association of
Victoria; Mental Health Foundation(Victoria); Association for the Welfare of Child Health;
Psychotherapy in Australia; Australian Family Association (AFA); The Australian Psychological
Society Ltd (APS) and Australian Holistic Healers and Counsellors Association (AHHCA).
My experiences also expand to include Tarot and Numerology, Crystal Healings, Psychic
Readings; Art classes within the educational sector and private practice; and Wholistic
Counselling.
My great Passion for Numbers and Tarot, among other amazing Divination tools available out
there, gave me an extra initiative to gaining an even deeper insight into my own personal life, my
soul, my own true existence of life and journey.
I am still yet to learn so much more over many matters on Earth and about what my
truer deeper unlimited potential and self is all about. I know that the more I learn
created from the catalysts, experiences, knowledge or wisdom gained along the
way, as well from my own thirst, the more it changes, transform or replaces my old
belief systems, and evolve the knowledge or perspectives of life and of myself along
the way.
I am still learning and still growing…………… Not only am I a teacher I am a student

as well…………….. The purpose of Questioning is to learn to
understand………..although the most powerfull way is to go deep within In the
pureness of silence……………………

“You aren’t doing this to impress anyone; you’re doing it for you.”
“Opening our awareness is an ongoing process. Every time we unfold one aspect of our lives,
we begin to see possibilities for further expansion. An opening that may feel like the ultimate
breakthrough at one point may later be seen as simply the prelude to the next miracle…and
then the next, and on and on. Our potential for growth never reaches an end….No matter how
far we evolve……”
Jacob Liberman (“Take off your glasses and See”)
“The more life I experience, the stronger is my conviction that having an open heart is the
most beautiful and powerful thing one can achieve. Having spent many years seeking
knowledge and reaching academic goals, this profound truth was somehow concealed. Yet
now I firmly believe that knowledge no matter how rich and vast can never stand half as
tall as the strength of the heart. In history, there have been numerous enlightened masters,
gurus, saints and spiritually evolved people whose knowledge of the world was at best fair.
Their true power, inner peace and contagious charisma came from their heart.”
Gilbert Ross
Profile/Titles, Qualifications, Certificates and Awards



Professional Counsellor
Clinical Certified Counsellor



Spiritual/Wholistic Counsellor



Marriage Counsellor



Children and Adolesecent Counsellor



Spiritual Healer



Spiritual Consultant



Guide/Psychic



Author/Writer



Artist



Tarot Reader



Numerologist



Crystal Healer



Teacher



Teacher of the Deaf



Maths Teacher



Teacher of Computers, Literacy and Numeracy



Integration Aid



Notetaker



Photographer



Manager



Child Psychology




Diploma of Professional Counselling/Clinical Counsellor
Practicalities of Counselling/Counselling Skills/Abuse Counselling/Relationship
Counselling



Families: The Key To Treating Depression



Personal Safety A Protective Behaviours Program (Children’s Protection Society)



Tarot (including Grand Champion Student Award for the Outstanding Achievement of
Tarot;



2006 Student of the Class for the Outstanding Achievement of Tarot Studies(Visionary
Spiritual Institute of Australia))



Numerology and Palmistry (including Top 10 Award: No.5;



2006 Student of the Class for the Outstanding Achievement of



Numerology/Palmistry (Visionary Spiritual Institute of Australia))



Granted recognition: 5 Star "One of the Very Best Psychic




Meditation/Course in Wellbeing/Stress Management
Great Relationships/Relationship and Conflict Resolution



Psychic Art; Visionary Art; Oil Painting



Photography



Sculpture



Working with Angels/Angel Readings/Angels in your Life



Psychic Development



Higher Self Connection



Crystal Healing



Professional Numerology




Bachelor of Education (Majors: Mathematics and Psychology)
Postgraduate Diploma in Educational Studies Major: Deafness)



Conversing With Deaf People (Communication Skills Used by Deaf Students)



Notetaker For The Deaf/Hearing Impaired



Australian Sign Language (AUSLAN)

The name:

The Name

“SÒLANCE VOYAGE” ™

SÒLANCE

SÒLANCE was conceived in 2012, inspired upon our travels, by a name ‘Solace’ on a gate
(Coast of South Gippsland, Victoria, Australia).
The creation of the word SÒLANCE is a combination of:
The letter N (14) where our interpretation of the alphabetical letter in numerology stands for
Love, Comforting, Natural Elements of Healing
and
The significant meanings of the following words:
 Sòl
 Soul


Solar



Solar Master (Guide)



The Sun.

The word SÒLANCE *’thereafter’ (to our awareness)* is recognised as a word and or name
and has become widely used in many forms. This gave a wonderfull opportunity to provide
further definition and accuracy thus of what we stand for:
“Solance, known ...for.....compassion, wisdom and sense of justice proved time again.....”
http://scarteleu.wikia.com/wiki/Solance
“The name of Solance creates a happy, versatile, and expressive nature, with good business
judgement and a fine sense of responsibility, which should enable you to establish congenial
relationships in positions of trust where you are dealing with the public. You have a cleaver,
quick mind, with the ability to accomplish a great deal in a short period of time........... This
name could allow expression along musical and artistic lines and gives you the desire to
entertain and to meet and mix with people of refinement and culture. It also brings out your love
of home and family, and in close association you are able to show understanding and affection.
Others are attracted by your generosity and your consideration of their interests......”
http://www.abalarians.com/Female/solance.htm

VOYAGE

The VOYAGE is the Journey itself.
The Voyage has been undeniably the most unimaginable challenge we have ever encountered.
The reason being that upon uniting, Otto and myself, Para, lead us to the most Profound
Phenomenal Discoveries, Profound Awakenings, Illuminations, Adventures, Wonderfull Positive
Surprises, Gifts and Extraordinary Precious Treasures, Enormous Accomplishments and
Immense Deeper Soul Evolution beyond words!!!!! Thus, a greater perspective of Fullfillment.
A Magical Miraculous Blessing!!!!!
The Voyage continues and along the way provides Extraordinary Surprises.

SÒLANCE VOYAGE is Precious to us.
For so many reasons it offers also not only Love, Journey, Surprises...... but also
Astoundingly an image of a sailing vintage boat/small ship sailing on the waters far
beyond the horizons.........The significance of Great Importance.

---------------------------------GALLERY
Although there are many definitions to the word Gallery, for us is a place that offers great
talent, immense diverse of cultural profound abilities, of such contrast and creative
characteristics portraying the mind, the soul and the dimensions of humanity’s existence. No
right or wrong. Simple. Is. Preference with Honour, Integrity, Truth and Humble Love in
expressing that which it wishes to convey to those who wish to visit.
Art created with the purest of intention, with love, passion, desire, yearnings, dreams,
motivation, inspiration, excitement, joy, emotions and meaning, of great substance and respect
for art and life, are Masterpieces, and such virtues are of importance. It is what we are all
about.
All Art is Unique. We are simply wishing to display Art that wishes to touch the Heart of a Soul:
Art of the Soul and Art guided by the Soul….Art that has a story to tell, Art that allows your soul
to feel the freedom of emotion……… Awakening the Soul, Illuminating the Soul.
The Gallery’s intent is to touch the hearts of the souls, awaken their senses to their own abilities,
bring forth an inviting warm relaxing, educational and enjoyable experience.

A Gallery where Art includes Photography, Paintings, Drawings, Sculptures, Crystal Jewellery,
Woodwork, Writings and other creative forms from various selected Creators.

The Logo:

The Name and The Logo
Souls hold the key to all that we yearn for in life …….the clue is how to unlock the treasures
of your soul…………the soul knows all that it can possibly know to have what you want. The
key is you. The key is you unlocking the soul’s answers to your joys, the love and great wealth
of all levels of your life, to lead you to the Direction of your Journey (the compass). To life’s
fulfillment and enlightenment, to soul’s awakened state, to the realization of its worth and
thus abilities that it holds so valuable for all to Benefit and grow from.
On the 1st of October 2016, whilst in deep thought of our beloved special Angel Dog Zoe, who
would have been 17 years old at the time ( she passed away on the 26th May 2014 unjustifiably
from reckless irresponsible actions of certain lost souls that took her life), something remarkable
happened.
Upon contemplating and deeply guided thoughts of the major changes occurring worldwide and
the deepest desire to update the logo, without thought, I focused on Arch Angel Gabriel when
suddenly I wanted to draw something from the core of my soul with full of love. Upon
completing it Otto sees it and suddenly in Awe says “The Logo”. I was left totally lost for words.
I had not thought about it nor realized what I truly drew. Only time earlier I had written a reading
for us, to see where out next part of our journey would take us. And there was this moment
unfolding, unaware of it at the time. And to my biggest surprise effortlessly I simply resonated
immensely with the thought and followed through. And so the New logo was born on Zoe’s
Birthday.
Incredibly Zoe means LIFE in Greek language. Life. And with that a new beginning a new
logo……………….

The Messages
“I now understand the reason for the meeting in the underworld and I realize that I am finding
my way again……..after so long.”
“Listen to the Music of your Soul.”
“Hope sees the invisible, feels the intangible and achieves the impossible.”
“Insight into true identity….”
“The Spiritual Path….reuniting with the Divine Self.”

“The Sun Fortells joyfull events….gives Delightfull Promises.”
“The return of the Light.”
“The return To the Light.”
Unknown
“Take the first step in Faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step.”
Martin Luther King Jr.

Title of the Logo ( The Art )“Message of Home”



Of the journey home
to our divine higher self



to our union with our inner soul



discovering ourselves



discovering life and its meaning and purpose



union with Universe love and Light



Life



A place of belonging and feeling safe, comforted and being able to do and be and fulfill



A place of residence of some sort



A place of community connection

EHWAZ EH (e) (E: Horse, two horses.) HORSE
Rune Meaning
“ ….This is a rune of travel and change….spiritual journeys and faith in one's destiny.”
http://www.paranormality.com/runes.shtml#EHWAZ
“Rune of harmonious teamwork and trust. Rune of pairs of entities working together for a
common goal.
….. travel and movement. Twins represent the Sacred Marriage of the Inner and the Outer, or
mind and body. The horse and rider metaphor is the best way to represent the symbiotic
relationship between two individualized…..,

http://runesecrets.com/
“…. Movement and change for the better. Gradual development and steady progress are
indicated….”
http://www.sunnyway.com/runes/meanings.html

The Horse
According to most resources its Symbology is defined as:
-the emblem of freedom and the messenger of esoteric knowledge
-intuitive
-powerfull grace and nobility
-strength
-victorious life forces
-conquer
-longevity
-triumph of battle
-continuity of life
-the Sun
-love
-endurance
-devotion
-stability
-protection
-companion
-honor
-reverence
-contributor to the enhancement of civilization
-recognition
-accomplishment
-grounded
From courage and determination we are able to achieve all that we desire that is for our
Highest Good, to living a Blessfull Life full of love and light, thus awakenings and constant
evolution of our own soul. Internal, and thus, Eternal strength holds sacred wealth. It is the truth
of our existence and thus, Divine Awakening.
The 2 Horses within the logo represent yin and yang of ourselves, the masculine and feminine in
all of us, the union between two souls to form the birth of a new life. The symbolic representation
of the two horses in a closeness form, portrays the importance of communication, teamwork,
harmony, connection of a soul level, the significance of love, and devotion to the journey,
compassion, loyalty, union, and understanding. These are some of the virtues necessary for
peace on earth, among mankind and ourselves.

Mountains


Triumph, challenge, attainment, and realization….represent timelessness and an
endurance that is infinite…..the vastness of our universe, and contemplate our place
within it. We may also want to consider the heights to which we are climbing, and what
the realization of our goals may mean for us and those around us.

http://groupspaces.com/AberTarotMeditation/pages/lesson-2-the-symbols-found-in-tarot


“closer to God” who was believed to dwell in the heavens (as in the sky). As a result,
God often reveals himself on the mountaintop.

http://bustedhalo.com/questionbox/what-is-the-significance-of-mountains-in-the-bible


places of sacred power and spiritual attainment….

http://1by1leadershipfoundation.org/what-do-mountains-symbolize-in-the-bible/


permanence and immovability….dwelling of a holy being or something representing a
deity….provide safety and an escape….represent pride, stability, freedom….overcoming
obstacles….

http://www.askmefast.com/What_do_mountains_symbolize_in_literatureqna397814.html#q3608743



Nature
Moving mountains as in Great faith to accomplish the impossible



Faith

Scroll




symbol meanings deal with knowledge that is carried down from era to era. Scrolls are
symbols of ancient wisdom and sacred knowledge - usually of a secretive nature.….get to
the source of knowledge and educate yourself….
High Priestess

http://groupspaces.com/AberTarotMeditation/pages/lesson-2-the-symbols-found-in-tarot



Symbol of life and time. Both ends rolled up indicates a life that is unfolding like a scroll
of uncertain length and the past and future hidden. Often held by a hand representing life
being recorded by angels. Can also suggest honour and commemoration.

http://artofmourning.com/2006/01/17/symbolism-meaning-objects/




The Message
Insight into the true identity and the spiritual path of reuniting with the divine Self

The Sun
The Sun (within the design the colour Gold) is a symbolic representation of the Awakening of the
Soul. It is the most powerful symbol of The Light, Life, Universe, and Guidance.
As one of the most powerful elements in the Universe, its symbolism stands for Inspiration,
Motivation, Celebrations, Hope, Peace, Harmony, Success, Happiness, Vitality, Passion, and
Excitement. The Sun has been regarded as the symbol of Faith, Luck, Strength, Joy and
Possibilities. The Sun is the gift of life, and the heart of the soul often finds itself bathing in it to
gaining clarity. For a greater perspective. Darkness allows the Jewel of Light to shine so bright,
Illuminating our way forward to Spiritual Advancement.

Moon


The moon symbol meanings deal with cycles, time, psychic power, reflection, and
emerging from one phase into another. Consider the power of the moon - able to
influence oceans, and affect the realm of nature in strong subtle ways. Also a symbol of
feminity, the moon is a sign of the softer, intuitive side of all of us…..consider our level
of awareness…..listening to our intuition and what are we allowing to influence our
direction in life.

http://groupspaces.com/AberTarotMeditation/pages/lesson-2-the-symbols-found-in-tarot
Symbolic Moon Meanings
 Time
 Cycles


Psyche



Wonder



Shadow



Balance



Renewal



Mystery



Emotion



Intuition



Passivity



Influence



Fertility



Transition



Femininity



Perception



Progression



Receptivity



Illumination

http://www.whats-your-sign.com/symbolic-moon-facts.html



The Insight, Intuitive, The Inner and Insight to True Identity

Star


As long as we have been able to look up at the stars, we have been looking to them for
illumination, direction and guidance. Thus the star symbol meanings deal with shedding
light on our lives, offering us navigation when we need it, and providing consistency
when our lives seem to be topsy-turvey……to look to a higher source for direction, and
realize the starry light within our hearts can also illuminate our way.

http://groupspaces.com/AberTarotMeditation/pages/lesson-2-the-symbols-found-in-tarot



Stars are often used to symbolize heavenly bodies, purity and good luck.
Stars may also symbolize a big change or turning point in a person's life

https://www.reference.com/world-view/stars-symbolize-73e5a7f988eb29e9#



Intuition
Hope



Optimism



Healing



Openness



Bright Prospects



Creativity



Harmony



Inner desires



Fruitions



Energy



Freedom



Inspiration



Good Luck and Guided Sign




The Guiding Star
The twinkle in the eye as in the wonderfull ideas

Feather
Feathers are ways that Spirit sends us signs.
Ancient people from different cultures such as aborigines, egyptians, celtics and the native
americans believe that birds and feathers carry stories, mystical meaning and even magic. The
reason why people of many native cultures wore feathers on their head, its because they saw it as
a sacred connection to God the Creator.
When you look at a feather, you will notice that there is a shaft running up the centre of the
feather (the white part that looks like a stalk) . Well this shaft is hollow - so the idea is that the
person's prayers go upwards through the hollow shaft to the Creator - and then his blessings
come back down to you through the same orifice, which acts as a channel.

Feathers also represent truth, love, protection, new beginnings and rebirth. There is a strong
celestial connection to the spiritual realms. …..traditionally ….. a positive omen that your calls
have been heard and answered.
A Cosmic Hello Receiving a feather sign is a magical moment. It is a mark or trace from the
higher realms, a physical sign to express to you that your higher consciousness is connected and
co-creating with the universal mind of Spirit.
Feathers have ethereal qualities and come to you as sacred gifts from heaven. They fall on
your path as a sign from the Divine, sent your way in order to comfort you and place you in a
state of joy and higher awareness. Spirit is showing you that you are on the right track and
reminding you of your celestial origins and deep connection to your heavenly home beyond
earth.
http://www.nataliakuna.com/feather-signs--colour-meanings.html

Tree



To revel in the connection of our true identity.
To gain the highest perspective available to all our senses.



To tap into a powerful inner resource in a profound, loving way.



To ride on divinely surging energy channels that underscores our existence.

Trees are uniquely dispositioned for bestowing secret knowledge. Trees are vessels, containing
strata of revolutionary wisdom. Their fruits are indeed a royal treasure - a culmination of
esoteric riches. To eat of this fruit is divine. To symbolically eat of the fruit of a tree is to absorb
the most precious understandings of life. Taking in the tree symbolism is like taking the
nourishment of the fruit - we become one with the core manifestational wisdom, and from our
new perspective we develop into something altogether different, fresh and divine.
When delving into the nuances of tree symbolism, our resources are vast. There is no limit to the
psychic data we may accumulate for the purpose of diving deeper into the understanding of the
symbolic meanings of trees
http://www.whats-your-sign.com/tree-symbolism.html
It is the Tree of Life and Knowledge, a magical key to how life manifests itself…..The Tree of
Life is considered to be the symbol of 'Creator'…..The meaning of the 'Tree of Life' is very
powerful and it is often seen as the Key to Consciousness.
http://www.artof4elements.com/entry/43/tree-of-life
Spiritual Gifts: Meaning of the Tree of Life
Tree of Life - Rooted in the Earth - reaching for the stars...!

The Metaphysical meaning of the image of the Tree of Life is simple... You are a child of the
Universe.
 You have the right to exist
 You have the responsibility to grow to be yourself
The Tree of Life can be thought of as your own Cosmic Family tree, telling ancient stories of
your shared roots which link you to the past, showing your connected struggles and aspirations;
your desires to reach for the Light.
The Tree of Life crosses all cultures because the Ancients could see trees close up all of the
time... the symbolism of the sprouting seed, growing into a trunk and branching off, sending out
smaller branches and little twigs, to see what they may accomplish.... The Tree became a
common symbol, then, of life, ancestry, mythology, lessons of the spirit, history, lineage, and
hope for the future... and climbing to the heavens.
In Metaphysics, we study the messages of the natural world as explanations for the spiritual...
science, religion, philosophy, and mythology then merge in our understanding.. All things effect
all things... and we become more open to the Light of the Divine Understanding - the goal of
being unique while a part of the Oneness which we spiritually seek.
Trees may look the same, especially when they first begin - but they grow, thrive, change, are
battered by storms and weather, become broken and, as they age, become very unique. They
become as we all wish to be, Individuated. A Metaphysical spiritual process whereby we become
our own unique self and therefore fit right into the niche where we are needed and meant to be. It
is a part of the Ascension process.
All of us are physically inter-related and the Tree of Life symbolizes this, as well.
Like an enormous family tree the symbol of the Tree shows the roots and branches - where we
have diverged and where we have joined. It shows where we come from and who comes from us.
Tree of Life carries the meaning that we are related to the Cosmos - to our human family - our
animal family - our earth family and our beyond-the-earth family.
All of the Cosmos is inter-connected - DNA and chemicals link us and it is in this sameness that
we find compassion and tolerance and it is in our differences that we should find wonder.
http://www.old-earth.com/meaning-tree-of-life.html

Black, Shadow, White, Light



‘black on/or white’. Involving a very clear distinction, without any gradations
a very clear choice that causes no confusion

http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/black+and+white



Black and white…..protection, or the sense of union.
White. The crown chakra; Heaven, angels, the celestial realms, higher dimensions;
opening up to the white Divine light, the white ray; crystalline Christ consciousness;
spirituality, enlightenment; a glimpse or moment of purity, innocence; purification,
cleansing; hope, trust, faith; protection; peace; blessings and wisdom connected with
moon.



Grey. Ppeace and neutrality (as it is in the middle of black and white); find peace within
yourself; the neutral aspect represents neutrality in your question - the answer is not black
and white but grey, and hence neither yes or no but perhaps in the middle or a
combination of both; wisdom & the attainment of mastery; a nudge that you are on the
right track; authenticity; flexibility



Black. Protection; repelling of negative energy; end of something; increased mystical
wisdom; a sign that you are undergoing a spiritual initiation & growth; magic; spiritual
wisdom;…. high mystical insight; standing strong & setting strong boundaries, while
remaining aware

http://www.nataliakuna.com/feather-signs--colour-meanings.html



The shadow . In Psychology, The Shadow represents our alter ego.

http://www.aseekersthoughts.com/2011/02/shadow-symbol-myth-and-metaphor.html

-Light is one of the most universal and fundamental symbols. It is the spiritual and the divine, it
is illumination and intelligence. Light is the source of goodness and the ultimate reality, and it
accompanies transcendence into the Nirvana of Buddhist doctrine. It is the SUN, and it is the
avenger of ….. DARKNESS. Light is knowledge. Purity and morality are connected terms as
well. The masculine principle of evolution is symbolized through light. Cosmic energy, creative
force and optimism are all related to light.
http://www.umich.edu/~umfandsf/symbolismproject/symbolism.html/L/light.html
To love all aspects of ourselves and to understand that Light Always prevails. And that White
represents all the frequencies of Light as One, and that we are all a significant frequency of the
Light.

Gold

Gold is regarded for Centuries as being one of the most Highly Valuable Metals on Earth,
considered to be the most valuable worth of wealth ( although currently with discovers and
truths been made, and proven, there are many profound metals and elements of Earth that are
Valuable and Priceless). To the Soul it is one of the most powerfull form of protection and
strength utilized for soul evolution.

Mission:
To assist in the well-being, development and creative growth of the
individual.
Committed in restoring health, harmony, inner peace, confdence and
balance, to empower the individual and enable them to move forward.
Assists individuals in coming to terms with a crisis in their personal,
professional, academic or domestic environment; providing clarity,
direction and purpose in life.
To assist in restoring faith, bringing hope, motivation and inspiration,
personal growth, healing, and joy to all individuals.
Responsible in creating a protective and positive environment.
Meets the requirements of the Equal Opportunities Act (1984) and
confdentiality.
To bring awareness and knowledge Worldwide.

Directors:

Committed to Humanitarian causes and being a voice for the voiceless,
participating and contributing to the Revolution for World Peace.
“An Awakened world has come to Light upon the expansion of Life, of living it fully,
of soul connection, and becoming one with those who choose the path of
enlightenment. Upon such discoveries or enrichment of the Truth of Existence,
Galleries, like any form of community awareness, has changed in its scope of its
presentation, becoming more advanced in their array of what they have to ofer.
With cast masses of humanity a base is formed for passion of soul level for those
who walk those grounds.
Sòlance Voyage Gallery was brought to life based on wisdom and knowledge

gained; discovering the true existence of life; realizing and noting the immense
diverse of cultural profound abilities seen and witnessed; of great contrast and
creative characteristics portraying the mind, the soul and the dimensions of
humanity’s existence.
Sòlance Voyage Gallery is not the standard conventional every day gallery. And
surely the idea of Sòlance Voyage Gallery coming to life was not going to go on a
path far diferent than the one envisioned or initially planned. However, regardless,
it stands for Preference for Honour, Integrity, Truth and Humbleness and Love,
expressing that which is truth and Honourable to anyone who wishes to Embrace it.
Sòlance Voyage Gallery's focus in on the Soul, and Awakening deeper the Soul.

Para Kas and Otto Vetter
"We are Teachers and we are Students in this world.
We will learn when we are ready to learn
the valuable lessons in order to heal and grow.
We cannot learn other people’s lessons for them.
We can, however, comfort and guide them
using our own wisdom, knowledge and experiences.
When one is ready one will be willing
to make the changes to grow
…to come to that awakening and discover
the Blessings and Treasures that wait for them
On their magnifcent journey…
Through darkness we see the Light clearly,
and receive the gifts we yearn for".
© Para Kas

The Journey:
“If you want to awaken all of humanity, then awaken all of yourself, if you want to
eliminate the sufering in the world, then eliminate all that is dark and negative in
yourself. Truly, the greatest gift you have to give is that of your own selftransformation.”
Lao Tzu 600BC
“You cannot travel on the path until you become the path itself.”
Buddha 624-543BC

“Man, Know Thyself.”
Greek Proverb

“Something so remarkable happened that I have come to learn The Soul has far
Greater weight in Meaning than one realizes.”
Para Kas
Upon Embarking on a Journey of True Awakening, Enlightement, Illumination, little
did I know at the time that I would be faced with the most Profound challenges that
have changed me forever. The “Expansion of Consciousness”, the deep Awareness
in the process of “A Revolution of the Soul” has transformed my life completely on
all levels as I’ve never imagined.
Upon Refection I can truly say now, it has been a “Divine Experience” in all its
Aspects or forms. Of course at the time I surely did not think so, nor thought it was
necessary, important, or signifcant, thus rebelling and sabotaging at every cost,
and hence forced to have to learn the hard way.................
Looking back at my life, the choices and decisions I made, all the trials and
tribulations, the enormity of adversity I faced along the way and the profound
lessons I had to learn, has shaped me into the person I have become today,(unless
it helped me to remember who I am) and the journey that took me to be where I am
today.
There were times I did wish that I knew what that lady, who read my palm when I
was in primary school, saw. I realise today that even her facial expressions are now
regarded as ambiguous language. Maybe what she saw was Amazing and I just did
not have the proper earth guidance and infuences, support and knowledge to know
what steps to take. I simply took steps and it took me to the far ends of the darkest
corners of my own world. My own self........and from there I began my Soul quest to
fnd me to fnd truth to fnd true life. And suddenly I began to listen.......and was
lead out of the darkness and into the Light.......to see the the truth of Love Light
and Soul Harmony.
Maybe If we were taught the truth of life, and there was Peace on Earth from the
beginning, I surely know I would not have needed to go on such a Soul Quest, nor
make or face such debilitating experiences. Maybe if the support was diferent, or
fate/destiny was written or created diferently.............maybe is a word that really
cannot fully compensate or help in knowing what I did, what I had to with all that I
knew, to fnding myself. I would say sometimes depending on the individual and his
or her circumstances, a journey is made of a path of stepping stones and cross
roads to help defne us and help us remember the true authentic life, who and what

we are, and also importantly what the true meaning of life and value of life is all
about. I can see that was denied or taken from us on Earth for all sorts of reasons. I
am so happy to know that Light and Love always wins and fnds itself back 'home',
in whatever home may mean or represent to each person.
My views, my morals, my values, my beliefs have either evolved or transformed. I
cannot exactly say which for in essence both have played a remarkable part.
Am I the same person? I don’t know if that is really a question. I would say I have
become more deeper and my authenticity of what I hold true plays a far greater role
now than what was expected of me by the “old world patterns” that no longer hold
true, ft or serve my Higher Self, or true worth.
"I had never even thought for once that the world I once lived in would be
flled with misconceptions, distortions, manipulations, deception, or
untruths, let alone would have been a part of it, and if so, was made to
believe it was “normal”. In fact who would dare to think or believe for one
moment that life was any other than how we were made to believe,
taught, brought up, or exposed to."
Erwin Raphael McManus – Stand against the wind: Awaken the Hero within
www.awakenhumanity.org
Through my own journey and in guiding and healing others, I have seen the most
amazing Miracles unfold When we follow our True guidance, we receive that which
our Heart and Soul dearly yearns and desires that’s for our highest good. One
valuable lesson I have learned in life, Acknowledge your own feelings and emotions
for without doing so, you are not honouring your own soul. Emotions play a key role
in how life unfolds. When we spend most of our time not acknowledging and
listening to our body’s emotions, feelings, we are denying ourselves the true
existence of life. For without our soul there is no life. So please listen to your inner
truth, Honour your true self, your true essence of your being……….
“No one know what they ARE CAPABLE of until they try.”
Biscay Greetings
“A Head Full of Fears Has No Space for Dreams.”
Unknown
Over the years children have inspired me to extend my creations, particularly in the
area of writings to also include children books flled with the opportunity for them to
grow, to guide them, and to be surprised.
I also along the way embarked on another part of the journey leading me to utilize
my imagination in the most extraordinary ways. And doing so I took courage to

write beyond my limits and fears in many other aspects of life, covering a versatile
and extensive range of topics.
My love for writing, art, and photography of nature itself, has brought much love
and light to both mine and the hearts of many worldwide. My passion for art and
photography of certain essence brings back the innocence of what being a child is
all about, the freedom to feel free from the limitations that are placed upon us, and
the innocence of what life ought to be all about, to be able to appreciate and
respect its true wonder of again, and embrace once more the true meaning of life.
There is defnitely Something Magical about immersing ourselves, even if it is for a
moment, doing something that is soul fulflling. Something we are so deeply
passionate about that stirs our soul positively. I am left totally astounded Every
single time when we simply, in the midst of any form of adversity, just go deep
within ourselves and immerse in something that is truly beautifully connected to
nature, creative or meditative. The sun begins to shine to the crevices of every
element of our Being……….and Miracles unfold in such An Extraordinary Surprising
way…………….
We ALL have our Own Journey to partake within the Grand Universal Plan..... the
Moral of Life is to Live it Authentically with the most Deepest level of Peace,
Gratitude, Love, and Respect for ourselves, those around us and our
surroundings/environment. I understand why most of us are doing all we can to
make this very possible. And why also thus also going on a Soul Quest to do so.
Others creating every possible solution for such a Life to live. Because when there
are those that would do anything to create war, disharmony, division, and chaos,
and anything negative, it is not easy to be able to live such an authenitic and
harmonious life, because we are faced with the battles to fght the darkness. I smile
at the thought that all it takes every single time is to know that a single light can
trully light up for many many miles where there was darkness.........................
My great Passion for Numbers and Tarot, Crystals and other amazing Divination
tools available out there, helped in gaining an even deeper insight into my own
personal life, my soul, my own true existence of life and journey.
Believe with all of your heart… . Know your Own worth.....life is so precious. HOLD
ONTO HOPE Believe Miracles do happen for Real Faith makes the impossible
becomes possible, that which is for our Highest Good, and in ways that leave us
Astounded!!!!! Hold Close to your Heart what is precious to you, for that which
ignites your heart is so dear to you, and motivates you. Those Precious Treasures of
your soul are felt dreams, you never know when they might just unfold and in what
way…..especially when you hold onto the Hope so True and so strong.

May you be guided and protected and Great Blessings on all levels enter into your
Life.....
Love and Light
Para Kas

“Believing has an unexplainable way of changing one’s life.”
Anonymous
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream, not only plan,
but also believe.”
Anatole France 1844-1924

“One of his students asked Buddha, “ Are you the Messiah?”
“No”, answered Buddha.
“Then are you a Healer?”
“No”, Buddha replied.
“Then are you a teacher?” the student persisted.
“No, I am not a teacher”.
“The what are you?” asked the students exasperated.
“I am Awake”, Buddha replied”
Buddha 624-543BC

“It was when I was left totally vulnerable and fragile beyond recognition
that I began to realize the importance of standing in MY own truth, in
believing in MY self and in MY dreams. It was when I was left so battered
on the ground of nothingness and being in complete darkness, for what I
felt endless time that I stopped fghting the Universe. It was when I was so
incredibly tired and exhausted, no longer my Soul desiring or willing to
take my next breath of life, that I stopped going against the current
believing my way was the best and only way, fearing and blindly walking
ahead with no concept of the ‘greater picture’. It was when the world was
against me from every turn I took that I just stopped.... Stopped fghting,
stopped fearing, stopped doubting, stopped questioning, stopped
controlling, simply stopped complicating my life. That is when I began to
see clearly the Magnifcence of Universe and its Amazing Powers. That is
when I began to see the most Amazing Miracles unfold before me. That is
when I began to discover the True meaning of Life. That is when I awoke.”

Please also read:
The History
Para Kas Profle
I claim My own Truth
The Glory of LIfe

I claim my own truth:

I claim My own Truth
By Para Kas
Photography ©Para Kas
We have been made to follow, to do something a certain way, instructed and taught
to express our authenticity by limitations and removal of our uniqueness. To
become the ‘norm’.
When I was in school, I still remember when I was asked to use my imagination a
certain way in order to write something. Literature. English.
The frst moment I was asked to do this in school I was ecstatic!!!!! And so I did
write something using my imagination with great innocence and naivety. I had no
idea back then that I was SUPPOSE to be a norm, limited and controlled in my
thought patterns of creating with love. I had no idea that there were rules to
expressing my true authentic soul and from the pureness of my Heart. I was woken
up about what was actually going on in the conventional educational system when I
began to be faced with ordeals that to this day leave me gratefull. For doing so led
me to actually doing just that STAND IN MY OWN TRUTH of expressing my own
authentic self.
Anyway here I was writing what I thought was a master piece. And with so much
pride and joy I handed it in. Little did I know at the time what would eventuate
from that ‘masterpiece’.
When the teacher returned the marked homework it was saturated with red ink,
comments covering the whole ‘masterpiece’. I was TOLD how not to create, how not

to imagine, how not to feel, how not to express my creative self. I was totally
confused. So how was I suppose to create if I cannot the way I feel so deeply drawn
to do so from the core of my soul?
The teacher was going to teach ME!!!!!!! How I was going to create using HER
imagination. The conventional system way. I was totally confused and lost. I had no
idea how I was suppose to feel. I really wasn’t even sure what the purpose of my
own being was.
It was my epiphany. A realization of what I was experiencing in a conventional
educational system. How do I tell my parents? All they thought about was the more
I studied the better my future would be. Little did they know coming to Australia
that their way of learning was diferent here. I had no one at home to talk to. If I did
not do well at school it was my fault, and I was not trying hard enough. I would rebel
and even that would cost me.
So along the way I had to think of a strategy to get me through. I thought if I
pretended to be part of the “norm”, it would be the only way I could make it
through and try to keep the peace at home. But this norm pretending did not last
long.
It is a joke these days the English language with so much ambiguity that one begins
to wonder its deliberate or lazy creation of a language that causes more confusion
and misunderstandings, and thus conficts than any other language. If you take note
you will be amazed just how ambiguous the English language is. But that is another
topic of conversation for another time.
So here I was been told how to use my imagination to write what the teacher
thought was a masterpiece. My God if half my friends, who are amazing creators,
followed such teachers, I am sure to have never seen their Spectacular Creations
that touch souls in way that makes you heart dance with so much joy and
Inspiration.
Anyway so here I was been told to pass I had to supposedly imagine a certain way
the teacher thought was acceptable to pass. Hello what about me? Para Kas. Me
don’t I exist!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Well I think that is when I began to rebel a little more………..ok maybe a lot during
the times of when I was in the Conventional Educational System.
Sadly I had to copy a piece from some old book I found and handed it in. A boring,
structured and mundane creative piece of writing. I did not know what to do and I
had to do something. However, for years thereafter, I felt such enormous guilt that I
spend most of my life trying to forgive myself. Amazing what we do to survive. I
knew I had to begin somewhere. Well the teacher loved it so much she put it in the

school magazine!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Her pride got the better of her, showing of with such
ego that she taught me how to create. Little did she know what I would do next to
shatter that egocentric status of hers.
I still recall when I was in Melbourne University, it was called something else back
then, God knows what it was such a long time ago. In Physics I was asked to do a
research that meant 6 months in the lab with some technology. Have no idea what
it was on. I only remember spending endless months in that lab doing this particular
research that was a major part of the grade towards the end of year report. 6 long
months.
A beautifull friend, to whom I still am close to to this day, did not do her research.
She asked for my help. Of course I did not give it another thought. I was more than
happy to help her. And so I utilized my own work and manipulated and made up all
these numbers and wrote her report!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I made her report all up with what I
thought would coincide with my report. Remember my report was based on real
facts. Hers was not!!!!!!!!!!!!! I did it the night before it was due!!! copying from my
own 6 months research. You would not believe what happened next!!!!!!!!!!!!!
My Beautifull friend receives and A and I receive an F!!!!!!!!! That was when I began
to see what they were teaching students!!!!!!!!!!
My beautifull friend felt this was not at all right and so together we confronted this
lecturer. Bright red and foolish this lecturer looked she could not even speak. She
stood there stunned as we looked at her in total disgrace. She did not correct her
ways. Nor re-assessed my 6 months research report. Instead she wanted me to sit
in the exam and get full marks. At the end of year exam, in front of so many
students I sat there looked at the exam, and then got up to leave. She demanded I
sit and do the exam. I knew I had the right to sit there for 15 minutes only to read it.
I looked at it and thought what would this gain? I knew the research report was
worth the most marks. So 15 minutes of reading was up and then I got up and gave
the blank exam to her…..Basically in front of all I simply told her you were a waste
of my time. Of course the end of year report went home and I could not explain to
my parents why I failed Physics. Instead I got into a lot of trouble and had to repeat
some subject to make up those lost marks.
Biology. Same thing. I did all the homework, all the research, and in a group (a
team) to which I was allocated, the group all copied from me!!!!!! Word per word.
But this Biology teacher would fail me and pass every other member of the team.
What an example she set for everyone!!!!! Eventually it was reported to the Board
at the University. Thereon in frst year of University she simply gave me D’s whilst
everyone else passed with fying colours. Her reason, it was because I had the same
copied information as the others. The interesting part, I had the same as every
other member of the same group. In other words everyone in the group had the

same work, but clearly I was the one only copying. Mmmmmmmm
Again I had to try to explain to my parents why I did not get good marks in Biology
also. Again I had to sit though a whole summer studying a subject to pass. I wonder
what ever happened to those teachers and some of those students for that matter?
If they learnt to live an authentic life or not?
Anyway, back to what I was talking about regarding my use of imagination in
secondary school. Here was I been told in secondary school how to express and
write imaginative writings.
Then came the exam. I sat there and looked at the whole exam paper. I asked
myself how I felt about it all. I looked at the questions of the imagination and
literature section and at that moment I had to make the most important decision of
my life. I was thinking how can I pass if I really don’t know how to think the
teacher’s way. I took a massive leap of faith and with phenomenal courage I
decided to honour my own authentic self.
And so I wrote from the core of my own soul, using my own imagination and
creating from the depths of my own Heart. You know it was fowing so magically for
me that I could not stop writing, even when it was time to fnish the exam.
Something happened to me that made me realize how much was suppressed within
me. A whole gate of wonderfull ideas fooded through that there was no stopping
me.
In fact after I handed in the exam I went home and secretly wrote more and more.
Funny part is the teacher had to pass me because of the enormous amount of
pages I wrote that day in the exam. In class she told me to never do that again and
to use the imagination the way she taught me. Little did she know I was not ever
going to do that again. And I never did listen to her again. I simply refused.
When I began Year 12, the Year 12 Coordinator told my mum that they were
planning to fail me. I still remember my mum saying to her, classes had not even
begun!!!!! Conspiracy? Who knows. But not long after Mum removed me from the
school when my parents could see how I was struggling the school closed down.
It was a very challenging time trying to ft into a new school half way into the year.
Of course at the end of the year I did not sit for most of the exams. I did not pass.
And Amazingly my parents encouraged me to do Year 12 again. And what an
amazing College it was!!!!!!!!! Back then it was part of a bank building in Albert
Park. There was no school grounds. We had the freedom to go wherever we wanted
as long as we turned up to class. That freedom did not leave me astray. I studied
with so much joy and looked forward to walking at a massive lake across the road. I

would meet friends and close love ones for lunch and even played certain sport
activities with other friends from the College at the arena next to the lake. It was in
a big shed J. My parents’ trust in me helped enormously for me to excel.
Don’t get me wrong I had a lot of challenges in my life at the time, but the most
amazing thing was the outcome. I was able to use my imagination and write and
create and be.
I became a Math’s teacher, a Teacher of the Deaf, a Counsellor, a Spiritual Teacher,
a Healer, A Tarot and Numerology Teacher and Guide, a Writer…… Photographer…..
an Artist. The list began to excel in ways that should have began in the
Conventional Educational System. However my creative pursuits of Expressing my
true authentic self gave me the life skills to also cope in such a challenging world.
Along the way I learnt there is no right or wrong way. There is only ‘soul’ way. We
all have our own unique techniques, method or way. The tools are meant to be
taught in a way to be able to help us utilize in fnding our purpose in life, and
discovering our own individuality. To explore our own uniqueness; to express our
TRUE authentic self; to feel motivated, inspired and soul fulflled; to hence be able
to share that with others with purpose to inspire motivate and help.
I hope with all of my heart and soul that you dream and imagine, create and excel,
believe and truly stand in your own truth. For it is such souls that we need to make
this world a more colourfull, inspiring and Better world.
Much Love Para Kas
Testimonials:

Angelic Healing Services
2005-2012 Testimonials
“From the Depths of My Heart and Soul
I Thank you to you all
for your Beautifull Testimonials.
There is no expression deeper than what is within the Core of My Soul
As to how Deeply Humbled, Gratefull and Touched I AM Beyond words.
Bless YOUR Glorious Souls. I Love you I Thank You!!!!!”

Lots of Love Para

“Para, is a beautiful soul, loving and gentle. She delivers her guidance with integrity
and compassion. It is very nurturing while being very insightful“
R.R. Vic.
“When the world around us gets a little foggy and it's hard to see your way through,
it's comforting to know that Para has the talents and extraordinary gifts of clarity to
help you fnd your way again. Combine this with calmness of voice and presence of
serenity that surrounds her whole being. When frst meeting Para you can't help but
walk away feeling blessed to discovering what is so special about us all. She
certainly leaves you with the feeling of peace, vision and strength to continue the
journey. Truly a joyous soul to cross paths with, her warmth remains long after the
meeting. Leave expectations at the door and enter Para's world...................she will
quickly help you realize that it's your world too. Many thanks and best wishes for
Para's future and all that get led her way.”
Cindy Lever, Victoria
“I have been to see Para on a few occasions over the last 2 years. She is the most
wonderful person one could have the pleasure of meeting, she welcomes you with
Open arms, Love, and Peace. She doesn't even have to try, she just makes you feel
so comfortable in her presence, she is such a beautiful soul. She has helped me so
much with her gift, she has been very accurate every time, and is always helpful
with any questions you may have, and is always very respectful. I highly
recommend her services without a doubt. I referred a friend to her, and she was
also amazed at Para's gift, and how accurate she is.”
Robyn Maynard Victoria
“Para Kas is one of the most talented psychic/medium/healers as well as a psychic
artist i have come across. I have about 4 of her drawings all are breathtaking. Her
heart and soul are put into her work as you will see when you get a drawing done
of her. The one that she did of my husband and i (through the eyes of Para) well
it's heavenly. I never saw myself in the way that she drew us, but i know it's me.
She always draws the beauty in any of her clients whether they see themselves as
beautiful or not. You will understand when you see your own pictures. I wish Para all
the very best in ALL her achievements and hope you all enjoy her work as much as i
do.”
Paulene Cregan NSW
“Para Kas has proven to many as well as us and family and friends of ours, how
accurate in her psychic/mediumship as well as her tarot readings are. We can only
admit to anyone who asks about her and her abilities how amazing and true to her
word she is. A true gift from Heaven.”
Pauline and Andrew Cregan, NSW
“Para Kas is amazing! Never before have I had such amazing readings with anyone

else. Para's insight and ability is extremely accurate and her readings are very
empowering and awe inspiring. Para is more than just a spiritual healer, she is an
angel, a precious soul who has given me the tools to change my life in a way I
never thought possible. I am so grateful to Para and feel truly blessed and honored
to have Para in my life. Thank you precious beautiful Para”.
A. Taylor, Victoria
“I frst met Para about three years ago when I went undertook some counselling
sessions with her. I was dealing with some heavy personal issues at the time, was
lacking in confdence and had really low self esteem. Since that frst meeting I am
glad to say that with Para’s guidance, support and encouragement, I have made
many positive changes in my life and developed in so many ways that I never
thought possible. Para challenged me to question perceptions and limiting beliefs
that I had held onto steadfastly for many years and that most importantly did not
serve me anymore. I am defnitely much happier now and have a more positive
outlook on life thanks to her help. While Para may have started out as my
counsellor, I have been fortunate enough to experience frst hand many of her other
talents as well, such as tarot reader, crystal reader, angel intuitive and
numerologist. I have always found Para, to be very professional and amazingly
accurate in her readings. She has this way of making you feel special and you never
want the sessions to end because she creates an environment of such love and
peace. Para is an honest and genuine soul, who uses her very special gifts to bring
light to the lives of others.”
Christina G, Victoria
“I consider myself to be privileged to have had the opportunity to receiving
readings from Para whatever form they come in, whether through tarot, tealeaves,
crystals, mediums or a combination of various methods. I fnd Para to be very
accurate. She goes that extra mile and continues to fnd diferent angles to ensure
that you understand the message that is meant for you. Sometimes the message
does not make sense when delivered but later you have an experience and then
know exactly what she did mean to the point where you are left saying wow! I have
been blessed to have had Para as a spiritual teacher as she has given me the
opportunity and confdence to grow spiritually. She makes the class feel at ease
with one and another where anyone can asks a question and you do not feel
ridiculed. She allows each individual to develop at their own pace and makes
everyone feel comfortable with their own achievements as we were all at diferent
stages of our spiritual learning path. When conducting her classes, Para is very
professional and remains true to her profession by accessing all her spiritual
resources, providing excellent notes and taking on board any request or
recommendations to make learning the content easier. Furthermore, you
experience her enthusiasm for what she does and see for frsthand her psychic
ability”.
Vicki B. Victoria

“My husband and I both had a reading with Para Kas in August 2008. In the weeks
since the reading, her guided words have already made a diference in our lives and
our marriage. Para was incredibly sensitive, intuitive and positive. She brought us
peace and healing with her loving and generous spirit. Her guided advice was
practical, constructive and incredibly accurate. If you are feeling lost on your path, I
pray that you will contact Para - she will lift you up more than you can imagine!
Para is certainly one of God's very special messengers here on earth. Much love and
blessings”
Karen Taylor Victoria
“Finally we have found Para!! After years of counselling, psychology and therapy, I
fnally found Para. Para helped me more in one reading that all my years of therapy.
If you are living with any depression, if you feel lost or confused, need guidance, or
would simply love some inspiration, I urge you to have a reading with Para. So
much of our heart ache is a soul ache and Para can help you sort it out. She is an
angel on earth. If you are reading this then it is meant to be and you are blessed.
Do yourself a favour and have a reading with her. It will change your life, it will give
you direction and it will set you free!! It is a incredible blessing to come across
someone so wonderfully gifted and special. She brings hope and abundance. Thank
you Para from the bottom of my heart. It has been life changing meeting you!”
Jodi Victoria.
“For years I have fuctuated with spirituality and Belief with sometimes being a
believer and at other times just being. I grew up with my mother and aunt being
clairvoyants and always knew of the other realm but sometimes wished I didn't.
After my reading with Para she changed the way I lived for she gave me answers to
what no one else could. I am now trying to listen and be guided instead of the one
trying to drive. Now if only my ego would let that happen? Thank you Para, for you
have given me great peace and I now fnd that I am more on track now for knowing
what no one could have ever told me.”
Dane Victoria
“Para's readings have helped me access my own intuition and have empowered me
to infuence my life positively”.
Kirsten Vic
“Para Kas, Angelic Healing Services: This name says it all, healing services from the
closest thing to an Angel that exists on this Earth. I have known Para for a number
of years and have had the opportunity to have Para assist me with her messages
from Spirit. They always arrive at the most opportune time and have always been
totally accurate and totally meaningful. I have also had the opportunity to work with
Para on various occasions and have been astounded by her humble and caring
nature. The total connection that Para has to her Guides, and to Spirit are truly

amazing to behold. If you are fortunate enough to have been led to this
inspirational soul for guidance then you have been led to one of the very best that
there is available. There are not words enough to show how special Para Kas really
is, when you seek her guidance for yourself you will know why that is so.”
Neil Hanel NSW
"If you lose sight of your path, are looking for answers or are even sceptical, you
will truly be amazed by Para. I was referred to Para through a friend and Para is a
true Angel. In my frst reading with Para, she managed to break down my walls and
provided me with the guidance I needed. Since that frst reading, her continual
guidance has given me so much hope, insight into myself and my life and shown
me a place that I call ‘where dreams come true’. Para is very caring and patient
with her guidance, even when you have a moment, are stubborn or do not want to
see what is in front of you. She is a genuine earth angel and having her in your life,
is a true blessing.”
Pas, Victoria
"Para has taught me strength - to value my own worthiness how to manage my life
when my judgment becomes blurred to re focus - get back to what I have learnt. I
read & re-read all the messages she sends to help me on my path in this life so I
come through the dark tunnels on the way. Recently I was not coping with the day
to day - another soul was taking my energy Para guided me to go back to where I
was strong & to be my strongest & wait for the gifts of life to unfold. I did this I am
now stronger than I was before. listen & believe."
Karen G, Vic
“I met Para when she was working as a Consultant with Mystic Dragon. My frst
impression was that she was an extremely intuitive and caring person. As I got to
know her better I was impressed with how generous she was both with the amount
of time she invested in helping people and in how knowledgeable she was in so
many areas. A numerology report she prepared for me was so detailed and
presented with so much thought and care that I still treasure it and refer to it today.
Para naturally draws people to her. She is a natural healer, counselor and her
photography is brilliant. I recommend her highly. “
Shirley Nicholls (Spiritual Teacher) Victoria
“Para’s numerology report provides insight into past life information which works in
conjunction with my present life, providing detailed explanations why my life is
exactly as it is and what it is I need to work on along my life path and true purpose.
It is incredibly reliable and revealing, but most importantly – healing and helping
me changing and “pushing through the line”. I feel very blessed and honored to
have met you personally in a wonderful Self-Love Event and through your
informative numerology work. Your caring way to assist people with your
unconditional love brings light into this world. Thank you for that”.

Love always, Petra Elbl Victoria
“Para Kas of Angelic Healing Services created and hosted an event called ‘The SelfLove Event’ on Sunday 29th June 2008. It was held at our Inner Peace Centre in
Doncaster East. Her intention was to promote the book ‘Am I Going Mad?’ and
explain the unusual phenomena sometimes associated with spiritual evolution. This
she did brilliantly. As part of the package, Para supplied a taped 20 minute reading
for all participants who attended the event, and was kind enough to also do one for
my husband, Michael Carroll and myself – the author of the book. I can recommend
Para Kas as a highly competent reader.”
Marlyse Carroll, Managing Director, Inner Peace Australia Pty Ltd, Victoria
“Over the last few years I have had several spiritual readings from Para. Her
readings have proven to be incredibly accurate. She has truly helped me gain
clarity within my life and through her guidance allowed me to heal on a deep soul
level and fnd complete inner peace, which I had never thought possible. I have
recommended Para to many of my family members and friends and they too have
come away with much clarity and peace. I highly recommend Para to anyone
seeking guidance and clarity within their lives.”
Tracy M. Vic
“I have known Para for 2 years now. When I frst met her I instantly warmed to her
fun and loving nature. I was also very impressed with Para’s readings. They are all
spot on and the messages she has given me are always with love. I now have my
readings via the phone as I am Sydney. They are just as good and the connection as
strong. Para is a very special angel and a delightful person. “
Pearl Sydney
“I have been talking regularly to Para for the past seven months and have found her
insight extraordinary helpful and optimistic. She has helped me redirect my energy
and focus into the things that are really important in my life, and has predicted with
remarkable accuracy the way in which things would unfold for me. This has been
incredibly useful in terms of maintaining a positive outlook as well as choosing all
the things I want in my life and helping me to achieve them. She has made me look
at life in a completely new way and I really cannot thank her enough.“
Tessa, Vic.
“Para Kas provides the objectivity, insight and inspiration required of any medium.
After a consultation with Para, one feels sufciently enlightened, motivated and
empowered to conduct their life as it is destined.”
Adrian F. Vic
“When I frst meet Para I was impressed by her intelligence, knowledge, artistic
ability and spiritual capabilities. Her generosity and kindness make you feel special.

I always contact Para before making any big decisions or business decisions as I
have found her to be very accurate with her advice. Para is truly my real life
guardian angel, once you meet her she is always there for you.”
LT Vic
“Para is a beautiful person and one who knows her stuf. She provides a very warm,
caring, safe environment in her readings. Para makes you feel special. Para goes
that extra mile, if she sees you don’t understand she tries other ways to explain
things to you if something comes to her after your reading she will follow through
with a phone call, something I have never experienced before. Having Para in your
‘back pocket’ is like having a solid wall to lean on, she is 100% there for you. Para
has many dimensions to her work and is also a beautiful artist, often drawing
portraits of things that only she can see. I can’t recommend Para highly enough,
she is my adviser when my way forward is cloudy.”
Ellise Victoria
"I was totally amazed with my “Para” experience. Her accuracy, predictions and her
knowledge of me and my life was astounding. This is one truly gifted lady. Thank
you Para."
Hayley Stewart, Vic
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“In Honour of life’s irrepressible urge to thrive and in memory of all those
who have been persecuted or killed for their commitment to Truth and
Justice, we gratefully invoke their courage as we come together to stand
up for our lives.”
Foster Gamble and his wife Kimberley Carter Gamble; Producer and Director,
Creator and Host of "Thrive"

“We will also honor some of the heroes who paid the ultimate price for our
freedom in this war -- and name their names whenever possible.”
David Wilcock

“For all the braves we lost to battle. Your plight was never in vain.”
http://adrianfernand.com/

TRIBUTE
Thank you to all the True Heroes.
The ones that deserve the recognition, great respect and acknowledgement, the
courageous ones who have sacrifced and for most unnecessarily, risked their lives,
everything taken from them, sufered deeply or lost their lives or those they love
and care about, in the name of wanting to help the world and humanity, in the
name of hoping the ignorant ones awake, the ones that allow and contribute
towards war and destruction, in the name of true justice, in the name of true
freedom and peace. Thank you to those who have taken enormous courage to do
what they do in hope the rest awake, so as to fully unite as one for the sake of
saving true humanity and our planet earth.
There are so many to thank, the list is endless.
There are so many that deserve to be mentioned for they have done immensely for
the world and for me. They have had to face also enormous duress, some
sacrifcing dearly and some their own lives for the sake of TRUE justice to be served
so as to help the Planet Earth and Life on it!!!!! It is a TOTAL HONOUR to know some
of these souls in person and some from afar, and those that did things that we wish
we knew their true identity, understanding why they were not able to be revealed
to us. From the depths of my OWN Soul I thank you for your deepest help and
guidance, for your protection and for your Honour.
And so I will mention the names of all those that are of my own: My darling Guides,
love ones and those that I can mention, for those we protect and those we are not
able to because of their identity needing to be hidden to be able to do all they must
to help save the planet and life on it, I say thank you thank you thank you for you
are the reason so many of us have awoken and realized just how worthy our lives
Truly are, and what the true meaning of existence is. I thank you deeply.
To Solar Master, Truth and Purple Soul, Protector, Golden Eyes, Warrior, God’s Eye,
Ascended Masters Jesus and Mother Mary, Arch Angels AriAl, Raphael and Michael
and Arch Angel Gabriel and Guardian Angel Arabel-Rose, Arch Angel Metatron, The
Star, Gold Hawk, ALL Angels, Arch Angels, Ascended Masters, Saints, Spiritual
World, and God thankyou.
To my most Precious love ones: families, My most dearest and closest friends, and
those dear to me, you are My Heart Treasures. Without you all I would not have
accomplished so much or come thus far in life. You are my life and my reason to
"carry on". You are my Light and My determination to progress often in Leaps and
bounds. You are My Blooms. And you are the reason I want to bloom myself. You

are what I live for. You are my love. I thank you with all of my Soul!!!!!!! My love
for you all is deep. I love you all so much and know that my appreciation has been
greatly needed to be shown, thus, my heart felt written acknowledgments within
dedicated to you books I wrote. I could write here all the names but I believe your
names alone does not justify my in depth gratitude and so i have added this here :-)
in hope you can trully read how deeply gratefull I am to everyone of you).
To all of my children and pets Heaven and on Earth; Angel Florence and Noah
Thomas.......To all the Precious children of this world .... I love you All!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Max (Maxi) my precious rainbow lorikeet (given to me by Kurt Andrew McEnaney in
1999, as a Precious Anniversary gift. He was only one month old. Kurt must have
known how important it was to ensure that Maxi was in my life). I love you both
very much and I Thank you both!!!!! Beautifull Teddy Bear Zoe (who I met through
Otto, his beloved little Precious dog) such a precious little gorgeous dear Angel
beyond words, with the most Amazing Heart, that has touched my soul and forever
will be embedded deep within, I thank you with all of my heart!!!!!!! I love you so
much Zoe so so much!!!!! I love you both so so much and I thank you both deeply
beyond words. Precious Precious Special Angel Cloe, who came to me and our
hearts instantly connected and together we have been inseparable. I love you
Lots!!!!!!!!!!!!! Sometimes I wonder if Zoe sent her as Zoe was always everywhere
Otto and I went. Everywhere!!!!!
To all of love ones in Heaven and on Earth I love you dearly and I thank
you....................
To the students and clients, colleagues, teachers and mentors thankyou!! To the
Inspirational leaders of this world standing for truth thankyou!! To the publishers
and editors, printers, readers, to the organisations and Associations, Inventors and
Creators, Scientists and Archeologists, Astrologists and Astronomers doing all they
can or done to ensure the truth is out there and for their guidance and help
Thankyou. To all the Creative Souls of Artistic Soul Level Nature (the Musicians and
Artists, the Writers, Photographers and Sculptures, the WoodMakers, Craft Creators
and the like) and to all who contribute to the support of their creations for our soul
Fulfllment, Illuminations and Awakenings Bless your souls.
To the Alternative and True Honourable Medicine /Wholistic Professionals Healers
and Spiritual Guides of truth and honour Thankyou Dearly.
Mother Nature and the Animal Kingdom (SKY, OCEAN AND LAND) Bless your
SOULS!!!!!
To ALL who play a signifcant role in the Protection and Welfare of the Animals of
this world, as well those for World Peace and Humanity Welfare Bless Your Souls!!

………….
To all (past, present, and future :-) ) who have helped, guided, taught, provided
healing and supported me Thankyou deeply!!!!!.
Also my Deepest Most Profound Sincere Gratitude also goes to " Karen",
"Gabrielle", "Tammy" and "Nikki", Jenny’s Picture This Framed (Jenny Rowe and
Julie), Rutherford Fine Leather Binding P/L (Peter Lewis), Shoreham Post Ofce
Victoria 3916 owners Colin and Marg Fairlie, AND Jenny Abbey, Wendy Smith and
Wendy “Ishew” (Art Teachers/Mentors), Unicorn Eye Design (Alleyna), George and
Carole Kenyon (Great Webs Pty. Ltd.), and MegaPixels (Tully), and many more
others. And most importantly to the places that have given us immense insight,
guidance, help and support.
Thankyou from the core of my Soul Heart to all that I could mention and those that
know who they are, for you are the reason of so many extraordinary supportive
blessings on this journey; your support has been undeniably amazing over the
years. The most precious Treasureable memories formed over the years with so
much joy love and immense gratitude. Bless YOUR Glorious SOULS!!!!!. You have
been just absolutely beyond words Exceptional . I am deeply humbled. You have
constantly flled my heart with so much love as have been more than joyfull to
return it. You are all deeply appreciated !!!!!.
You are the core of this precious journey, the backbone. Without you most of what
is or has unfolded so Priceless would not have been possible. What you have done
is invaluable in comparison and your deepest loyal love and support, your profound
generosity is something that no words can express the enormity of gratitude. Thank
you Thank you THANK YOU!!!!! I Love You all!!
Thankyou to you all for your love, lessons learnt, joy, inspiration, strength, clarity,
growth, your understanding, peace and Blessings.
I hope that your lives are flled with much Love, Light, Peace, Harmony, Protection,
Great Wealth and Health, Joy, Happiness and All that your Hearts and Souls Desire.
Blessings to you all............Lots of Love Para xxooxx

List of articles:

The following extensive list of articles and informative information,
includes a diversity of Environmental, Political, Humanitarian,
Spiritual, Animal and Children Welfare, Planetary including other
planets and life forms (eg Extra-Terrestrials, UNIVERSE……..),

Health, The TRUTH OF THE EXISTENCE OF LIFE, about THE MEANING
OF life, TECHNOLOGIES, other Worldwide AND HIGHER REALMS
Matters, AND MORE…..

The purpose of the following articles, and any further resources
available or no longer available to the public for so many reasons, is
to learn, to grow, evolve, to become aware, awaken, to change,
illumine, create, to fnd your own truth of who you are and the true
purpose of life. Of course over the years many of these articles may
no longer be relevant, or may be out of date. The purpose is to
simply learn from them and to grow from them.
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The Lost Zodiac: 22 Rediscovered Star Signs



No one knows what they are capable of until they try



Epiphany Revolution



In Honour of Life- Full Version



The Thornless Rose by Para Kas



Read this when you’re tired of everything



Value Your Own Wisdom



The miracles are based on .....



11th March 2016 Mike Quinsey



A Beautifull Story of 2 Kings and their war about God



THE SECRET TO WHAT CAN CREATE PEACE



The Greatest Speech Ever Made by Charlie Chaplin



THE MIRACLE OF 528 HZ



Unaware we discover.....



Questioning Everything



Here I stand



A Special Horse that changed my views of Horseracing Forever!!



The Realization of the Impossible Dream



The Life of Your Dreams Waking Up



Pyramid of Principles: Desire →Faith →Action



My Promise To The Children



Messages The Children Realms



The Money Myth



Pesticides and Herbicides



“Eye of the Beholder”



Para Kas' Open Letter Health Ministers of Australia



The Good versus The Corrupted



I DO NOT CONSENT by rremlelin@gmail.com



Chinese Proverb & Marin Luther King Jr. QUOTES



To Change Everything Stop Following Orders



The Power of your knowledge gives you the ability



Legend of Lemuria



Organic and Chemtrails



The Legal Duty Of Care of Government Health Ministers



Where to.....



Para Kas' Personal letter to The Hon. Julia Gillard. MP The Prime Minister Of Australia



The Truth



MAN, KNOW THYSELF”



We must protect our kids



“ The Synchronicity Key” Book



I am obliged by law to tell you .....



The More I Awake the Less I Desire to Fit in



Reflection



Before and After So what is happening in Australia



concerns of Commonwealth of Australia



Australia and Real Estate



URGENT ATTENTION PUBLIC REGARDING INSURANCE COMPANIES



Speaking Wind - On Ancient Native American Prophecies



John Howard (Former Australian Government) under scrutiny



“We should all remember what our past has taught us”



Exposing Nursing Homes



Some Companies of CHILD SLAVERY and inhumane practices



There are today major fear currents happening worldwide



It is a criminal offence of Vets



3 States Of Mind To Embrace The Coming Energy



7 Signs from The Angels



7 Things They Should Teach You in School but Don’t



10 Pieces Of Wisdom & Quotes From Native American Elders



10 THINGS AUTHENTIC PEOPLE DO DIFFERENTLY



A Beautifull Story of Hope and Encouragement



A kind gesture can reach a wound .........



About the true meaning of Sovereignty



Am I Going Mad by Marlyse Carroll



Anonymous Movement and Quotes for Awareness



Apache blessing



AVE MARIA



Cree Prophecy



Dear Truth Seekers



Declaration of the Indigenous Peoples of the Isles of Britain



DNA Reconstruction



Doorway To The Stars



Earth We Are One Elephant Weeps While Being Rescued....



Even the smallest candle.....



Have you ever noticed the English language so Ambiguous



Helen Keller Quote



HERO by Rhonda Byrne



How Do You, We, I Define Epiphany



If 99 people were forced to starve..............



Jarisch-Herxheimer Reaction The Concept



Life Begins Raw Inventor Jim Carter, Vitel Water and The Beads



Light Mandalas and Lasers



Love in wildlife



Love Is the Mightiest Force in the Universe



Martin Luther King, Jr. I HAVE A DREAM Speech



MORE AND MORE



Notes how to intergrate your dreams into everyday life



I proclaim my sovereignty



Pyradyne Pleiadian Receptor



Rife Frequencies and Health



Pyramid Systems AND OTHER TOOLS



Sacred Geometry



Sunflower



Taking a Leap of Faith



The 12 Pyramids of Thoth



THE CONTROL-MAXTRIX IS CRASHING BECAUSE THE TRUTH-SEEKERS ARE
WINNING



the dreams you never even knew you had



The flower of life holds a SECRET



The Healing Power of the Sun



The Miracles of Archangel Gabriel



The Oak By Para Kas



The Promise Revealed



The Torus and Creation Story



The Thirteen Sacred Geometries



There is a solution



They Experts said it would not work BUT.........



Thought about Paper and Trees



Voicing Faith in Another



WE ARE BECOMING BUTTERFLIES



WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND...Beautifull Story



Y oung man learns what's most important in life from the guy next door.



You Raise Me Up



Your heart holds the key



3 States Of Mind To Embrace The Coming Energy



7 STAGES OF GRIEF



Colloidal Silver



Colloidal Silver By Patrick H. Bellringer



Drink Is A Medicine For More Than 60 Diseases



Empower yourself. knowledge is power!



Everything in Life is vibration



How a TRUE Role Model can assist in GLOBAL Awakening



How The Hard Science PhDs Have Wrecked The World



How to Change the Future



John Pilger Exposes Australia’s Shocking Secret in Utopia



Kefir Benefits



Rapid Rapid Healing The Mathematical Reconstruction of DNA



The single biggest barrier to a bright future is the feeling and the feeding of fear
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VIOLINIO GERMAIN UNPUBLISHED PHOENIX JOURNAL 175



Why do we need these tools



....don’t assume there is only one cause for illness



Wonderful Health Information



A hundred men and a command



A Roadmap to World Peace By Keshe Foundation



Abraham Hicks and Buddha Quotes



ancient people used sound to move objects



Angel of Peace Shanti By art love and joy



Animal Communication



Awareness veil lifting



Before our white brothers arrived to make us civilized men



Blessings to all with Sunflowers



Chief Luther Standing Bear



Decolonizing Humanity to Reconnect with Earth and Self



Divine Intervention & Miracles



German Forest Ranger Finds That Trees Have Social Networks, Too



GIANTS WERE REAL



Honor the sacred



Imagine This...



Join The Dots.....



Looking at that chair .....



Mad World by Gary Jules



The true leaders of humankind are always chosen by the Universe



The True Peace



Universal Mother Mary via Linda Dillon Reaching New Heights



The Mysterious Link Between Planets and Metals



The 7 Power Codes of the Heart



Revolution of Visionary Exploration



Find your moment..........



The contents of Exit From The Matrix



“SHAMAN” Definition



THE GREATEST DISCOVERY NEVER SEEN Part 3 … Crypto-Water & the Secrets
of Harmony by GW Hardin



27 NIKOLA TESLA QUOTES



Manifesto of the Awakened



CANCEL YOUR SOUL CONTRACTS



Daily Affirmation



The Journey into Reflection



What is Structured Water



Proof Australia Was Colonised Over 400 Years Ago 164 Years Before the British



10 Dark Secrets Australia Doesnt Want You To Know



A Massive Wake-Up Call for Humanity



He Demolished His House Just Before the Bank Could Take it Away



Don’t Ignore These Energy Shifts Symptoms!



Star Child speaks of Healing Water and to Wake up Humanity



Take off your glasses and SEE



Doctor Broke Law to Create Better Nursing Homes and Death Rates Plummeted



My Prince Charming and the Battle of New Ulm



The World Of Free Energy



What are we capable of by Para Kas



Natural Supplements sacred Gifts for the Mind Body Spirit



Balancing your left and right hemisphere



A Supernova that Exploded in 1987 Caused Something So Huge that it Affects Us All



A key resource for these waking times of growth, development and expansion of
consciousness.



Yaaaaawn! Energies are wearing you out to Surrender



The School System The Incarceration of Children



Secrets Of Sonic Levitation



“The soul always knows what to do to heal itself.....



8 Signs You Are Going Through Energetic Changes Associated With Recent Waves ~
Katie IndiCrow



Children of the Rainbow Rainbow Prophecy Part 1



Has Spirituality Become Another Egotistical Identity



I AM my Soul - Michele Cornacchia



Message from the Andromedans – New Earth is Freedom



RUSSIANS CHANGE DNA WITH FREQUENCY EXPERIMENTS



Vera Ingeborg



WHO ARE THE STARSEEDS ~ Michele Cornacchia I AM my Soul



FEATHER SIGNS & COLOUR MEANINGS



When two people meet there are really six people present.



How to Start Doing Agorism



Private Cities, Freedom Cells, Free Communities



Words of Strength and Courage



Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it



3D, 4D and 5D – The Dimensions and their Differences



Christopher Columbus, The First American Terrorist Who Never Set Foot in America



10 .... New Age Deceptions and How to Correct Them



8 Incredible health Benefits of TUMERIC



Tesla Technology (De)Classified



Messages from Pinterest



Endless Possibilities



Spiritual Awakening



Human Revolution



Become a Spiritual Psychic in 28 Days By Sara Wiseman



Where does everyone stand



111hz Healing with Sound Therapy



www.artof4elements.com



How LED Lighting May Compromise Your Health



A beautifull article of Hope and Truth written by Lance Schuttler



Develop your Psychic and Intuitive Ability By Max Highstein



Secret Slavery has never been so well camouflaged By Preston James



A Fable The Thornless Rose by Para Kas



Before Long the Mainstream Media Will be History



Judge Anna Calls For The FBI To Arrest Congress and The President



A new teaching Imagination



A’drieiuous



Aging Gracefully



Animals in Nature



BETTE MIDLER LYRICS The Wind Beneath My Wings



Major media crash



The Heart is POWERFULL

they need a scapegoat



Time defined by Cobra and A’drieiuous



Trump destroys media stars face to face in his golden tower



You never change things by fighting the existing reality



Hemp foods.com.au and Australian products



My Message of UNITED



Donna Taylor, And the importance of being authentically creative



15 Reasons You Should Be Drinking Lemon Water Every Morning



“ Exposure on a Grand Scale”. “The cat is out of the Bag”.



How Thoughts Create Atoms and Emotions Formulate Time



25+ REASONS TO JUST SAY NO TO PARTIAL DISCLOSURE - SOPHIA LOVE



Weary Starseed Human Gets More Insights and Shares Them With You



Love Yourself



70 Year Old Prophecy The Earth Will Soon Be Swept By Extraordinary Rapid Waves
of Cosmic Electricity



A New Awakening by Andromeda Council



A NEW HOPE TEN OF THE BEST AND BOLDEST IDEAS FOR PRESIDENT
TRUMP TO MEGA WHITE PROSECUTING THE REAL ENEMIES OF THIS
GREAT NATION



ATON RECOGNIZE YOUR OWN POWER TO HELP THE MANY



Do You Belong To The New 1% Of The Population That Will SHATTER The Global
Elite



No difference between Pillar and Post



The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia



The next man appointed as President, he will be like no other you have ever experienced
21 January 2017



'THE TRUTH IN A 'NUTSHELL' by Patrick H. Bellringer



They are determined to pull Australia down



Upliftment
painting by Josephine Wall of Mother Earth birthing a beautiful new
world, in a new dimension.



Your Soul Is Up To Bat.... by 'One Who Knows'



Magic



My Message of UNITED



Welcoming In 2017



Adorable Photos Of A Young Austrian Boy Enjoying A Special Friendship With Shy
Marmots



Cellular memories; your body is your best pharmacy



define Conspiracy Theorists



Define Mind over Matter



Descriptive Introduction of the Silent Weapon By Bradley Loves



Free Energy Device Powered By Water - Invented By Petros Zografos



Global Chrystal Reset or Reversal – antipodal



It’s the Media, Or, Stop Being Stupid Part 24 by Judge Anna Von Reitz



MORE ON WORD MAGIC (WHIRR’ED MAG-net-ICS) By Bradley Loves



our signed comment regarding Apple, plastic surgery, kids and games



Pseudotektites crystals



The Evolved World has been born



The pacifist is as surely a traitor ..................as is the most brutal wrongdoer



Thoughts Create Reality — Dr. Masaru Emoto’s Scientific Experiments



WHAT IS THE TRUE AGENDA OF THE ARCHON, ANUNNAKI & DRACO
CABAL by Bradley Loves 3 February 2017



Universal Peace .......through the hearts and minds of the people



Trump Chosen by God To Stop America’s Destruction – Astounding 2011 Prophecy –
April 28, 2011.



Red Marbles Inspiring Storytelling



Mind Control Defined



Self-Mastery and Sovereignty... Reclaiming the Mind and Healing the Negative Ego... for
a Positive Mind



The Healing Power and Science of Crystals.... Is Science Finally Catching up to What the
Ancients Knew About Crystals



And the Former Things Will Not Be Remembered or Come to Mind



Australia joined 2003 Iraq War solely to boost ties with Bush



A Message From Gaia by Victoria1111



Cabal on suicide watch - Op-Ed by LightBringerFlex



Convert Your Dreams To Plans by One Who Knows



Craniosacral Institute Australia



How to Follow Your Path of Light through the Accelerating 5D Shift



J.Edgar Hoover quoted August 1956



New Alzheimer’s Treatment Fully Restores Memory Function



The Origin, Purpose, and Destiny of the Earth Game (Divine-Cosmos.net)



5 Tip For Raising Star, Crystal or Indigo Children



Understanding The GCR Energy Shift & How To Develop Your Psychic Communication
Ability by Using Resonance



I forgive myself by Para Kas



The Liberation of Planet Earth



Victorian Organic Solar Cell Consortium in Australia



The Unknown Positive Effects Fasting Has on Our Brain



Trump has shocked congress by putting an end to the proposed Monsanto and Bayer
merger



Eric Raines Energy Update 27th March 2017



Transcending the Matrix with George Kavassilas



Question.....What is the goal of this website



How Soil Microbes and Intercellular Communication Affects Human Health



What Is Ascension by Jelelle Awen



The Matrix Revealed the collective experiment on planet Earth



Creating from the center



Where I Am And Who I Am Today



Baking Soda Shampoo for Strong Hair and Healthy Scalp



Lemuria in Australia & the Pacific by Frank Joseph



Cabal Language Corruption - By One Who Knows



Rumi quote



What Does Love Mean? See How 4-8 Year-Old Kids Describe Love

 Meditation to Receive and Hold Pure Light and Unite with the I Am Presence
 Banker... I Was Told To Sacrifice Children At An Illuminati Party
 Humanity is a manifestation of light thus importance to Unite
  A 3-Year-Old Boy Recalls Past Life, Locates His Body And Identifies The Man Who
Murdered Him
 A Lemuria 'dream' Experience








Shungite in nutshell



The divide is no longer between the right and left



There is definitely Something Magical about immersing ourselves.....

Dispelling Rumors and Inspiration is its Own Reward
Ascension is the Genetic Rehabilitation of the Original Human DNA - Lisa Renee Update
Same Story, Different Time & Place - The One Who Knows
T H R I V E Movement

About Sir Lancelot
A Message of Hope By Judge Anna Von Reitz
The Sun's Gift
 The Roll of Money In Ascension
 WATER-Improve-Drinking-Water-with-Prill-Beads1
 Kill Almost Any Infection DIY Natural Antibiotic Remedy
 Mike Quinsey's Update - May 12, 2017
 Improve Drinking Water with Prill Beads
 The Wisdom of Wolves
 By Kerry Cassidy
Know your rights or you have none.
The Rise of Oestrogen Dominance
Loving earth Cacao Powder
The Intact Birth
Rumi Quotes
To the Perpetrators by Judge Anna von Reitz
Address to Our Ancestors and Rumi Quotes
Multi-Dimensional Physical Realities-Lisa Transcendence Brown Update 5 Signs Your Third Eye Is Opening

Are You in the 1% of the Population that is Genetically of Higher Frequency
Bloodline of the Holy Grail — The Hidden Lineage of Jesus Revealed
The Choice You Made
The Diabolical Mind by Anna von Reitz
The Final Wave of Souls is Here & It's Going to Change Everything The Third Wave
The Four Kinds by Anna von Reitz
The Frequency of Healing
The Second Wave of Souls

How to Raise Your Vibration to 528Hh
From Atlantis to the Present Day

Without True Knowledge of the Past, There is No Future
Caeli Francisco
Try telling one person in the meeting hall a story….
those in positions of elected authority and infuence should always be aware of their
duties
Solstice Passageway Conclusion, Crystalline LightBody Templates, Next Phases of
Integration & further Unfcation BEgins for Highest Timeline Convergence
Energiesssssssss

Surrender Ttrust BELIEVE by Vicotira 1111

Magic is essentially the higher understanding of Nature....All thinking is creating
that which it is thinking quoted by Walter Russell
The “Collective Division” of Lower Vibrational “Old” Earth and Higher Vibrational
Lighter Density NEW Earth Continues
Couple eats food maximum 3 times and uses breath and ‘Universal Energy’ for
sustenance
Indigo, Crystal And Rainbow Children (by Doreen Virtue)
The Transformation Bell Curve
Initial Public Release – Celebrity Cloning, Breakaway Civilizations, HigherDimensional Entities, Temporal Operations, Consciousness Transfer Underground
Bases, Hybridization, DNA Activation, The Unveiling

 Health Ministers of Australia - Para Kas' Open Letter
 Raising Awake Children in a Broken School System
 Reverse osteoporosis - one of seven reasons why you should learn about lactoferrin

 Another Collective Request For Source ~ From Us
 Perspective
july6lettertodeargeorge
Judge Anna Von Reitz Update - Rat Roping and the GCR - July 9, 2017
The Science of Curing Cancer and Other Diseases with Sound and Resonant
Frequencies
Enhanced Molecular Structuring of Our Silicon Crystalline DNA- Advanced Rapid DNA
Conversions with the Integration of NEW SOULar Light Codes

I dedicate this book to
Every Soul, Spirit and Animal in Heaven and on Earth. who have,
who are ,or will be, a part of my journey, left imprints in my life,
brought /bring great meaning to the core of my Soul, and who
have touched /touch my Heart.
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“Awakening the Soul” book

Welcome

“Art is an expression of my Soul, whether it be drawing, painting,
photography or sculpturing. It inspires, motivates, heals, expresses, brings
joy, clarity, and is the voice of my Being, my Soul, my Heart, and Mind. For
me it also is a form of language from a Higher Source...the Universe.”

For as long as I can remember, I loved writing. I would spend my days and nights writing for
hours, poems, stories ……………..I would also spend many hours with my camera taking
endless photos, mostly Sunsets with ocean views…………………….. Photography has been a
passion of mine for many years. As a Spiritual Healer, the opportunity and potential to capture
such a Beautiful moment acts as a re-vitalising agent to my Soul.

When I showed my photos, writings and poems to others, it would spark a start of their own
journey onto something their heart and soul yearned for. It brought them just like for me, also
hope, inspiration and guidance. This brought about a catalyst that began me on a journey in
anticipation and eagerness, to one day produce a book filled with love and light, hope and joy,
peace and clarity, wisdom and so much more. Little did I know at the time that I would one night
find myself woken begin that thought so strong. It lead me to begin a journey I never imagined.

We all need love, support, guidance, hope, strength. We all need companionship, laughter, and
fulfilled dreams. We all need harmony, peace, and acknowledgement, to freely be able to and
with expression of our emotions without fear. I know that I also have an inexplicable desire to
always want to connect with Universe/Higher Realms……………...

Upon initially embarking on this journey, I honestly either had no idea or was ignorant to want to
know that doing so meant facing the deepest awakenings along the way, immense sacrifice,
losses and some of the most unjustifiable challenges. Many times I wanted to get of the path I
found myself on. But remarkably every single time it was a particular photo that kept telling me
to hang in there, to please not give up. And Incredibly this colored textured paper I am typing on!

Like music, art and words play an extraordinary role in restoring our faith, bringing us hope and
light, inspiration and joy to our hearts and our souls. Life is so precious. Once in a while it just
takes a few words or some form of art, to inspire and motivate us, to truly help us back on track,
to allow ourselves to courageously walk forward in life, to see clearly again. Sometimes a bump

on the road causes one to trip, stumble or fall, Universe sends us Angels to just touch our hand,
say a warm gesture, a reminder of who we are, to effortlessly jump up so high saying what was
that? A stumble? To teach us lessons, to look where we are walking and to help one grow wiser,
stronger and lighter.

I don’t know why this one particular photo would have such a Profound affect on me. Every
single time I wanted to throw the towel in and not complete my passion, the books, because of
the heartache along the way, this one photo found a way to fill my whole soul with enormous
hope beyond words………………… And here I am realizing I am finalizing the last of the first
set of 27 books, to which in fact is the first book I began my journey upon ……………
The truth is that I do not remember where and when exactly I took the photo. It was such a very
long time ago now. But the photo would always make me feel safe, and fill my Heart with Hope.
Somehow

it

was

Home

for

me……….

And

it

gave

me

strength

to

carry

on……………..Remarkably I think always of the 12 Apostles at Great Ocean Road in Victoria,
Australia.

I recall a time when I was living at Flinders, Victoria, Australia, a flash of a past life there. I was
sitting on the beach on some rocks and suddenly I saw myself in a very long ancient looking
dress, and married to a sailor, and all I can recall is seeing myself living high on a hill with ocean
views, and seeing an old ancient sailing ship or boat and the waves in full motion. There is more
to the story, but I often wondered about the photo that kept me going, and the flash remembrance
of a past life……….

Regardless, the photo has been my hope, my strength, my guidance……. I wonder if finalizing
this last book of the first set, that was the first book I first began this journey on, means
something significance ……….time will tell……………(Funnily, everywhere I go I always see
signs of ‘The Last Supper - The 12 Apostles” from the Biblical story. Let’s hope it’s not my last
supper on earth in producing to the world the first set of books, fulfilling a Promise.)

May this book bring you a level of peace and harmony into your life and into your heart and soul
as it has for me and those close to me.
12th July 2017

Let me be your Inspiration
Let me into your Soul
Let us dream
Let us walk
Hand in hand.
Let me help you,
Let not fear
Step in its way.
I Believe
Let me be your Light
Let no one
Cloud your sight
Follow your Heart
Follow those Dreams

No longer do you have to
Walk alone this path.
I rejoice in your achievements
I cry at your fears
I try to show you many Signs
To reassure
Your yearnings
Are real.

Oh dear soul
Believe all is so
Surrender to the Heavens above
And dream your dreams
That your soul yearns for....
Let it all unfold
For all is all possible...........

Guide

I dedicate this book to

Paulene Cregan
You sure have a way with words, with
how you bring joy to my World. You
know what to say with Truth, I Always

Smile with Delight, so excited to see
you. Enchanted by your Aura, Your
Love, You Always know how to make
things Bright in my Life. Goddess you
Are, True form Of Life, I love you and
part of my life you Always are. I love
you, A Blessing to have you in my life.
A special dedication to Paulene’s
husband Andrew, and her love ones,
including her children Jade and Daniel,
and Grandchildren.

"The plan to change the world is a very multifaceted approach, for this is
not something that can be done alone, it has to be something everybody
does together, and not only “does together”, but does it willingly, joyfully,
and lovingly!
You see, in order to change the world, we must live diferently than we
have in the past. We have to stop seeing ourselves as consumers, we have
to live instead as creators. This of course, takes education and practice,
and those are the two pillars of this creation."
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For all the braves we lost to battle. Your plight was never in vain.
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Pay attention to what’s going on around you..By Abraham Hicks



Don’t let someone who gave up on their dreams talk you out of yours



Beautifull words of Hope and Truth written by Lance Schuttler
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Time to learn to create of moral right



You have the greatest Power



Millions of people are discovering that they have a Higher Self



Find Your Moment
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5 Signs Your Third Eye Is Opening
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 Health Ministers of Australia - Para Kas' Open Letter
 Raising Awake Children in a Broken School System

My Art journey:

Upon refecting the journey thus far, as I am updating ( 2017) the website I am
amazed looking back how many dreams have truly come true. We don't realize this
at the time, and sometimes it takes years before we realize how some heart felt
dreams or wishes do in fact come true, and my goodness in ways that leave me
constantly in awe of how the Universe and Life truly unfold.
I have invested many years counselling, guiding, teaching and healing others,
including myself. Doing so has lead to a profound discovery and realization. Music,

Art of various forms that touch my soul, and writings of deep meaning play a
remarkable role in restoring our faith, bringing us hope and light, inspiration and joy
to our hearts and our souls.
For me Art is an expression of my own inner Soul, whether it be drawing, painting,
photography or sculpturing. It inspires, motivates, heals, expresses, brings joy,
clarity, and is the voice of my Being, my Soul, my Heart, and Mind. A form of
language from a Higher Source...the Universe.
For as long as I can remember, I loved writing, taking photos and molding with clay.
I would spend my days and nights writing for hours, poems, stories and in my
journal. I would carry my camera everywhere taking endless photos. I would fnd
whatever opportunity to also work with clay.
Photography has been a passion of mine for many years. Back in those days I had
flm cameras, and most of my life I used a Cannon EOS 500. Imagine everything
taken using Film. Now Imagine phenomenal number of flms, sometimes carried in
bags, to be developed only to be surprised with what was developed. In those days
there were no digital cameras. Either that or I just was not aware or interested for
that matter in digital cameras. It has only been recent that I was introduced to a
Digital Camera by my husband Otto. It was an experience in itself as I discovered a
greater element of the defnition of the word “Creation”.
My smiles were eagerly waiting for the flms to be developed so I can see on paper
the results of what was captured with the soul…I was Always surprised…Whilst
nowadays the opportunity is, at times, missed because of the technology of having
to focus on which setting you need to place it on, to take the photo, those days it
mattered not. The photo was taken and the moment captured in all its form.
Although Writing and Photography has been a well embraced experience for me for
many years, Painting with Oils and drawing has always been a constant desire to do
till one day it came true. Art. It has always stirred my soul with extraordinary
delight. Like a child so innocently excited over some of Nature’s Magical Brilliance, I
was always fascinated how Artists who painted with Oil Paints, Soft Pastels and
Graphite or Charcoal, produced the most unfathomable Master Pieces that touched
my soul to the most extraordinary depths.
For many years I watched my Twin Sister draw and oil-paint the most Phenomenal
Art pieces. I was left in total Awe of her magnifcence of what she would produce on
paper and utilizing her imagination so profoundly. I was constantly left totally
enchanted by the experience.
One day I walked into a soft hearted room of a home flled with soft pastels. I began
to deeply cry from the core of My Soul. I was left Spellbound as I found

extraordinary familiarity in their Essence. I have seen them before. It was one of my
most profound turning points of my life of Awakenings. From then on all I could
think of was those soft pastel drawings and their familiarity, even though I had
never seen them before. All I could think about was also the remembrance of past
life experiences and distinct smell of the familiarity of oil paints.
I began to daydream…I began to visualize. Little did I realize at the time I was
actually, what they call , Manifesting, drawing with soft pastels, drawing with
charcoal or graphite and painting with oil paints. I made a wish to be able to paint
and draw.
One morning I was woken up from a book (I had bought on art that was placed on
an easel bought for a gift) fallen on the foor. The sound so loud that it surely took
my attention. It was opened on the foor to a page with an article titled “Start to
Draw”!! I bought white art paper, lots of it, graphite, pencils, charcoal, erasers and
a sharpener, and books on how to draw and so I did begin to draw.
One night I thought of those soft pastel drawings I once saw. I thought ‘I wonder if I
can do something like that?’ I just thought to try. Little did I know how truly the
path would have unfolded to where I am these days. With some soft oil pastels I
began to draw “Heartache of The Soul”. It was how I felt at the time. I was in such
deep grief and pain over so much and was left amazed I even had motivation let
alone strength to do anything. What was starting to unfold suddenly brought a
glimpse of hope for me in my Heart. I was left totally amazed as to what I was able
to draw.
From that moment onward the excitement grew!! so much so that I Miraculously
was guided to attend a Visionary Art workshop using soft pastels run by Wendy
Ishewe. What unfolded thereafter was astonishing and began me on the journey
that I always dreamt to be on one day.
I drew in the workshop what I titled “Solar Master “. I was thrilled!!!! I was left
totally speechless that I actually drew it!! I was also so happy to know that fnally I
was understood. Finally I was able to produce on paper what I could feel, see,
dream , vision, and channel intuitively. The following day I bought lots and lots
more art paper, and lots of soft pastels and that afternoon I drew ……..and
drew…….. and drew……..months passed by and I drew and drew and drew so much
so I was left totally astounded by the experience of what I thought was only a
dream. Thereafter, I attended more of Wendy Ishewe’s Amazing workshops.

Then suddenly I stopped. All I knew was that all I wanted to do suddenly was write.
And so I did write ………..and write……….. and write ………..till one day I just began
to think about oil painting.

I did not know where to begin. I never painted nor knew anything about oil paints. I
knew how to daydream and visualize painting with oils but to put into practice was
simply I thought just not possible. So I thought!!!!!!
To my surprise my twin sister called me one night asking if I would be interested in
her oil paints and easel, and most of her art items. Of course with such joy I
responded “YES!!!!!!!” I was so excited!!!!!! Suddenly I had a room full of all that
was required to paint with oils.
With great confdence at thinking how simple it would be to paint now that I have
everything I need to paint, with such tender care I delicately picked a white colored
canvas savoring every moment of it as if it was the most expensive canvas in the
world, and began to paint with joy to my soul. Of course I had no idea what to paint
unlike with soft pastels that most of it was channeled or imagination utilized. So I
just picked colors and added it to the canvas with no thought of anything. What
came out was the color brown!! No matter what I did to the art piece what color I
painted with , the result was brown. I could not understand. It looked easy when my
sister painted with color so how come for me it all turned brown in color? You can
imagine my sudden optimism and joy was replaced with a dream it can only be. Of
course the Universe was not going to give up so easily on me!! So there I was
suddenly in a room full of Art items and all I would do for months was just admire
the room and visualize painting with oils.
A year later a dear friend was moving and asked if I was interested in some of her
oil paints and brushes and so forth. Of course again my excitement rose and I said
yes!!!!! Then I asked Universe for guidance on how to paint with oils.
One day on a drive I noticed a board outside a home . “Oil Painting Classes” was
written on a blackboard in chalk. I was totally surprised and the guidance. I did not
take the number down. I thought ok now I know where to go when I am ready.
However I completely forgot where I saw it days later as I tried to recollect my
bearings of that day when I was actually driving for inspiration purposes. Months
later I realized I was ready. I asked Universe for help as to where this board was
that I saw the words “Oil painting classes”? And so guided to the board I was!!!!! I
took the phone number down and that same day made enquiries. I booked my frst
9 weeks classes with Wendy Smith at Merricks Victoria Australia. I never looked
back.
With great confdence at thinking how simple it would be to paint now that I have
everything I need to paint, with such tender care I delicately picked a white colored
canvas savoring every moment of it as if it was the most expensive canvas in the
world, and began to paint with joy to my soul. Of course I had no idea what to paint
unlike with soft pastels that most of it was channeled or imagination utilized. So I
just picked colors and added it to the canvas with no thought of anything. What

came out was the color brown!! No matter what I did to the art piece what color I
painted with , the result was brown. I could not understand. It looked easy when my
sister painted with color so how come for me it all turned brown in color?
You can imagine my sudden optimism and joy was replaced with a dream it can
only be. Of course the Universe was not going to give up so easily on me!! So there
I was suddenly in a room full of Art items and all I would do for months was just
admire the room and visualize painting with oils, and the thought was how to add
colour to the oil painting I had just done. It took ALOT!!!!!!!!!!!! of Oil Paints let me
tell you. But I loved it. Ok A VERY!!!!!! Expensive item mind you considering what it
took to have the brown turn to some colour at least. HEHEHEHE
A year later a dear friend was moving and asked if I was interested in some of her
oil paints and brushes and so forth. Of course again my excitement rose and I said
yes!!!!! Then I asked Universe for guidance on how to paint with oils.
One day on a drive I noticed a board outside a home . “Oil Painting Classes” was
written on a blackboard in chalk. I was totally surprised and the guidance. I did not
take the number down. I thought ok now I know where to go when I am ready.
However I completely forgot where I saw it days later as I tried to recollect my
bearings of that day when I was actually driving for inspiration purposes. Months
later I realized I was ready. I asked Universe for help as to where this board was
that I saw the words “Oil painting classes”? And so guided to the board I was!!!!! I
took the phone number down and that same day made enquiries. I booked my frst
9 weeks classes with Wendy Smith at Merricks Victoria Australia. I never looked
back.
The most funny part of this story is when she was teaching me how to paint with
oils. She frst asked me to do one in black and white to learn of the diferent shades
of black and white. I had to paint it upside down so that the focus was purely of the
shadows and light. You can imagine my excitement when it was turned the right
way up!!!! I was left so joyful over seeing what I had painted!!!! It was a dream
come true.
With so much joy when I went home I made some changes to it with confdence
without Wendy there to help me!!
Then I was asked to do one in color. Wendy Smith chose again a photo from a
magazine for me to copy. Again her intention of asking me to paint it upside down
was to teach me the color perspective of the diferent shadows and lights of color,
rather than focus on what I was actually painting. When it was turned the right way
up I was so overwhelmed I was jumping up and down in the classroom hugging her
with so much joy. The frst color oil painting. I titled it “Remembrance”. It was of a
soldier.

Then for my next piece I was asked to paint something else and I could choose
whatever I wanted to paint. Well I did and I began to paint……………. “Para what
are you doing?” Wendy asked puzzled. “I am painting” I reply confused at her
question. “But why are you painting it upside down?” Still confused at her questions
I replied “Because you told me to”. You can imagine her expression when she
thought oh no that is not what I wanted to teach you. “But Para that was only
wanting you to understand shadow and light….” It was something like
that……….”But I cannot paint any other way” ....
She tried to teach me to paint it the right way up. I tried but as soon as I got home I
looked at what I did in class and was not at all satisfed. I thought of my Twin Sister
Christine, and thought of wanting to give it to her. And so i began to repaint the
whole art piece on the same canvas starting all over again, only this time doing it
my way. I placed the photo upside down and began to paint. It was so easy and
everything fowed. I did not think about what I was painting. I simply only saw the
shades of colour. Well what do you think happened when I turned the canvas the
right way up? !!!!!!!! Ecstatic beyond words!!!!!!!!!!!!
Of course i went into class and everyone admired the piece I did. Wendy was so
proud of me. The comments: It looks like the photo. With a smile on my face in
gratitude I say: " I did it upside down!!!!!!!!!!! " Don't ask how Wendy's face looked
hehehehe, and so my journey began……..with such phenomenal joy of knowing how
to paint with oils …..and the only way I could was for them to be upside down. I am
sure Wendy would be thinking if only I did not teach her to do them initially upside
down she would be painting “normal”. I giggle at that word. What is normal these
days anyway? hehehe.
Let not your doubts limit you to believing you are not capable of what you believe in
your heart is possible………..for I have learnt over my journey the endless wishes
and dreams that have come true are a results of manifesting, believing, praying,
holding on to hope, following guidance and intuition, daydreaming and visualizing,
and knowing not only of my worth but that it serves my soul and thus those around.
What unfolds does come true. Sometimes it takes longer. Sometimes there are
lessons to be learnt frst. Sometimes other pieces of the jigsaw puzzle need to put
into place. Sometimes it comes in a diferent form. And sometimes it just takes us
by surprise.
What am I Manifesting now? Sculpturing of Angelic Realms, Drawing and OilPainting Horses and Trees, and playing the Piano. And lately “DiVinci” and
“Michelangelo” have been popping into my thoughts and dreams more constantly
for a long time. But do you know what has most amazingly suddenly afterwards
begun to unfold?
Everywhere I go, whatever books I began to purchase, and what I have begun to

notice doing more frequently .................. relates to ALL ABOUT FLOWERS!!!! How
to paint them, grow them, understand them. Every guided sign, all about Flowers.
And the most incredible part about this new journey about fowers is...........for the
frst time I began to actually take note of their Miraculous Magic, seeing them in a
way I never ever really thought to or imagined I ever would.
I thank my husband Otto Vetter for helping me to become more aware of the
meaning of the word Flowers. He is not a fan of cut fowers as he prefers watching
them fourishing in the garden or pots. It actually changed my whole perception of
fowers, bringing deeper meaning of of their essence in a way I have never done so
before. Since you should see what I am like whenever we see pot plants and in the
garden. The funny part is not that it is sooooooooooooooo Romantic when Otto
takes me to places just so I can purchase more fowers in pots, but that if the cash
is in his wallet HE RUNS!!!!!!!!!!!! hehehehe
Flowers have trully touched me in a way that leaves me speechless. I spend endless
time looking after them as best I possibly can and when we see blooms I feel so
alive like a little soul jumping up and down as if Santa has just given me a whole
bag of surprise presents.
I have no idea what The Universe has planned for me next in terms of my artistic
and creative endeavors, but what I do know is it surely is a total surprise as I am
lead the way.
Lots of love Para Kas

Services:

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Face to Face, Phone, Email, Mail

Tarot Readings
Psychic, Alphabet, Numbers, Runes, Tarot, Numerology, Tao I Ching and other such
similar Divination Tools will be used.

Fees

Standard Readings
45 mins (3 - 4pages)...................................................$40

“Numerology” Reports..................................................$140
Your name and birthdate are required for the report. (Please note that consideration
is taken into account for individuals who may not know due to adoptions and other
personal circumstances. In such incidents your name as you are known today and
your birthdate by which you use today).

Courses and Workshops:

10 weeks Tarot Course
$40/week (includes The Raider Waite Tarot Deck, lunch, folder,
notes and crystals; Professional Tarot Reader Certifcate)
Requirement: A Tarot Deck of your preference
Tarot has been used for many centuries, as early as 16th Century, in gaining a deep
insight and understanding of the Spiritual World, the Soul and the Meaning of Life. It
is a powerful tool used for guidance and direction, self-realisation, discovering the
“unconscious living” (what we are manifesting and hence creating), and most
importantly seeing an overall picture of one’s life as it appears “now”, and
becoming aware that we are in fact, in control of our own destiny.
Tarot is used as a “channel” between the Spiritual World and Earth existence in
providing valuable messages, for personal growth and healing, confrmation and
reinforcing what we already know. Through Tarot we discover that direct “future”
events are a result of our own manifestation, and enable one to become Master of
our own Destiny. Tarot helps one able to make the appropriate choices, decisions
and action to make positive changes in their lives.

Course structure….

Week 1
Introduction to Tarot
Tarot Ethics
Intuition and Psychic Development exercises: (Clair-voyance, - audience,
-cognizance, -sentience); Shapes
Benefts of Meditation
Resources

Week 2
-

Intuition and Psychic Development Exercises: Crystals, ball gazing, scrying
Introduction to variety of spreads
Celtic cross spread
3 card spread
Numbers, colours and tarot

Week 3
-

Intuition and Psychic Development Exercises: Crystals, Jewellery Psychometry
Minor arcana part 1 wands and cups

Week 4
-

Intuition and psychic development exercises; pendulums and divining rods
Minor arcana part 2 swords and pentacles

Week 5
-

Intuition and psychic development exercises; photo and paper psychometry
Court cards

Week 6
-

Intuition and psychic development exercises; auras, tea leaf readings
Practice connecting cards together - minor arcana with court cards
Practice readings
Revision
Live reading example

Week 7
-

Major arcana

Week 8
Intuition and psychic development exercises; mediumship
Absent readings
Counselling skills
Work opportunities
Use of other decks incorporated into readings - example oracles and angel
cards

Week 9
-

Intuition and psychic development exercises: psychic art
Revision and summaries/Practical
Practice readings

Week 10
EXAM

Awakening the Soul Workshop
10am-4.00pm
1 Day, Saturday
Cost: $140 (includes lunch, notes, Certifcate and a surprise Gift)

Workshop:
AIM: To open the channels to motivation, inspiration, creativity, joy and inner
peace, and prepare Souls for the wonders of this world.

An introduction to the most extraordinary tools used for healing, dealing with
emotions such as sadness, grief, depression and anger, to build self-esteem and
confdence, to gain clarity and understanding in themselves and the world they live
in.
The workshops cover also a variety of oracle and tarot /Universal cards, including ,
Animals, Plants, Unicorns, Fairies and Angels, Crystals, Numerology, Wellbeing and
Good health, Charkas, Colours, Visionary Art, White witches, Magic and potions,
Refexology, Journal writing, Palmistry, Runes, Tao, and I Ching.
Part1: Healing from Within
Aim: To provide you with a number of resources and strategies, and inform you of
the available modalities to well- Being of Mind, Body and Soul; How to heal.
Part2: Connecting to the Universe and Angelic Realm
Aim: Learn the TOOLS to Psychic and intuitive Development, and in communicating
with the Universe and Angelic Realm, the Spirit world.
Part 3: Universal Signs: The Key to Guidance
Aim: Provide an understanding and interpretation of Signs, Symbols, Coincidences
and Synchronicities and other universal Signs, and their importance to guidance in
fnding peace, love, joy and direction in life.

Solance Voyage Gallery:

We simply wish to focus on the Soul in Awakening it to deeper levels. Art is one
aspect of having that occur, and this can be any creative pursuit of the soul level
(Paintings, Drawings, Sculptures, Woodwork, Crystal designs, Photos, Writings,
Music, Crafts...….endless list of creative pursuits) that could bring a tear of hope,
joy, awareness, illumination, realization, motivation, a memory, or even a miracle to
life from inspiration into the life of a Soul.……even Inventions, those that serve
Mankind in a promising and extraordinary way.…… any form of Art that could touch
mankind on a deep level are Masterpieces.….. to ignite the Soul’s memory of the
Truth of life, emotions and feelings, and Being.
There are “multiple interpretations” in any form of Art for “ultimately” it is “in the
eye of the beholder.”
Note: All pieces by Para Kas have a profound story to tell. Many of the writings and
art pieces are extracts from her books.
Certain services the gallery ofers include:

Spiritual and Healing Guidance
Psychic and Clair Senses Readings
Tarot Readings
Numerology Reports
Gallery
Photography, Paintings, Drawings, Sculptures, Crystal Jewellery, Woodwork,
Writings, Art and Craft and other creative variety from various selected Creators
Books from various authors including Para Kas's
Workshops / Seminars / Courses
Crystal and Himalayan Salt room

Sòlance Voyage Gallery is aimed to Reach the Soul of the Beholder, to Awaken the
soul to its own Magnifcence of who they are and what they are able to create
within their own life.
Beholder is defned in most dictionaries and websites as a person who becomes
aware of things and or events through the senses. It holds the most important part
of life, the soul, you, within the temple of life: the body, the mind, the heart. You
hold the soul. You are the soul. Thus you hold the key to your Soul.
The soul gives the clarity to be able to vision that which you hold so close to your
heart so true. Unlocking the tools to the soul, is our aim to master, to reveal some
of the most profound sacred wealth of knowledge in knowing how to live a more
authentic life.

The Surprise:
May the days shine upon you and the nights keep you smiling with
warmth. May your heart be full of life and love and your life be fullflled in
Magical and Miraculous ways. Smile and know that Surprises are always
unfolding and when they do they often do take us by a positive surprise.
Dream, Wish, Hope, Believe and know that you have every right to a
Beautifull Life with Truth and Honour and Divine Blessings too.
Blessings Blessings Blessings to you know I send this with Joy and Love
too.
Para

Home:
"A Silent mind listens to the Whispers of the Soul.
Darkness is A JEWEL that allows the LIGHT to BLAZE with Passion.
In the name of God PHILANTHROPY!"
Para Kas
"The Earth has Music for those who listen."
William Shakespeare 1564-1616

"First Day of the Month" MESSAGE

"Time, as we know it, is the Essence of All Healing"
Para Kas

Insights for the season:

The “Spiritual path of reuniting with the Divine Self” is a “Homecoming seen as
intensely powerfull to Native thought”. It’s a “Soul’s Journey Home”. Along the
journey home there is abundance of “Insights into” the “True Identity” as one
“leaves a legacy” behind. Whilst “Rapid and Profound changes in human and
planetary evolution” are unfolding, a “revolution” and a “revelation” of the souls are
occurring.

“Many of us are familiar with the experience of waking up to the fact that our lives
are no longer working the way we have set them up. Sometimes this is due to a
shift occurring inside ourselves over time, and sometimes it is part of the larger
shift that is currently afecting all humanity…..many old ways of planning out a life
are no longer applicable….If we are in tune with the energies around us, we will
begin to question ideas that just a few years ago seemed sensible……”
Madisyn Taylor, DailyOM

“The truth you cling to makes you unavailable to hear anything new.”
Pema Chodron

"There are only two mistakes one can make along the road to truth;
not going all the way, and not starting."
Buddha

“…….an enormous 'SHIFT' foretold long ago by indigenous cultures.”
http://freetobewealthy.net/

“LET YOUR MIND START A JOURNEY THROUGH A STRANGE, NEW WORLD. LEAVE
ALL THOUGHTS OF the WORLD YOU knew BEFORE. Let your soul take you, where
you long to BE AND YOU’LL LIVE AS YOU’VE NEVER LIVED BEFORE.”
Concetta Rizza, Owner of Marsala Café: Yarra Glen Vic 3775

“The Transformation of our character is more revolution…. the realization
that you are a diferent person than the one who began the
journey….changed….forever….”A Revolution of the Soul”…. “The Journey
itself will change you forever-not only your priorities but your passions. It
alters not only your direction but your desires. It transforms not only your
actions but your values. It is nothing less than leaving the fake for the
real. There is great risk in abandoning the artifcial in pursuit of the
authentic. Yet if we’ve never known the real thing, its easy to understand
why we are mesmerized with the best versions of the limitations.”
Erwin Raphael McManus – Stand against the wind: Awaken the Hero within
www.awakenhumanity.org

“I now understand the reason for the meeting in the underworld and I
realize that I am fnding my way again……..after so long.”
Unknown

“When you awaken, what disappears is your interest in maintaining a consistent
‘image’….You are awake, You are alive. You are indefnable. You are life. Nothing
else matters. Every image of ‘you’ gets incinerated in the furnace of presence. You
are no longer afraid to speak your truth.”
Jef Foster www.lifewithoutacentre.com; https://angelstoyou.wordpress.com ;
http://www.oom2.com/E38590-awakwning-the-great-divorce-jef-foster#86975

The good news is that the stimulus has reached critical mass and we are
entering a period of rapid and great change — a period of great
transformation in ourselves and our world.
http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2017/03/the-origin-purpose-and-destiny-ofearth.html#more

“Your very own inner wisdom should be valued more than any other and

will always guide you in the direction you need to travel… From birth we
are blessed with wisdom that cannot be learned or unlearned….it is a gift
given to us by….Universe before we chose to experience existence on the
earthly plane…It is when we do not use our inborn wisdom that we begin
to doubt our personal truths and are driven to outside sources of
information because we are afraid…recognize the power of …<YOUR>
wisdom.”
Madisyn Taylor, DailyOM

“In every age, there are those select few who dare to step outside of the known paradigm in
search of the truth."
Anonymous
“Sometimes the greatest dreams that come true are the dreams you never knew you had…..paths you didn’t
know you were meant to walk…..one day you look back and realize you’ve climbed…..the most Beautifull
Mountain top.”
http://www.vibeenglish.com/

Footnotes:
“If

you want to fnd the secrets of the universe, think in
terms of energy, frequency, and vibration.”
Nikola Tesla
--------------------".....imagine a world where you could do anything your heart desires and
everyone thinks of this framework ...................not based on what you
know now, think outside the square how would you live your life with no
boundaries or limitations as we know it now ............"
'PASKALIA'
(Paskalia Giaprakis)
-------------------------------

Writings:

------------------------

“My Heart trembles with anticipation at the thought of a long Treasured Dream come true.
My heart skips a beat at the Heart felt wish so sound so True.
I joyfully await the Soul to Embrace the unknown unfolding, unfolding of what has laid deeply
for sacred time.
I courageously take those devoted faithfull steps, Embracing what once was Embarked from afar.
A path of Depth of Majestic Nature I’m called to accept wholeheartedly.”

Para Kas

-----------------------Constructive thinking:

“In every age, there are those select few who dare to step outside of the
known paradigm in search of the truth."
Anonymous, www.newtommorow.us/index.html

“The truth you cling to makes you unavailable to hear anything new.”
Pema Chodron

"A lot of people feel threatened if they feel they are being asked to question their

cherished beliefs or their perception of reality. Yet questioning is what keeps our
minds supple and strong. Simply settling on one way of seeing things and refusing
to be open to other possibilities makes the mind rigid and generally creates a
restrictive and uncomfortable atmosphere. We all know someone who refuses to
budge on one or more issues, and we may have our own sacred cows that could use
a little prodding. Being open-minded means that we are willing to question
everything, including those things we take for granted.
A willingness to question everything, even things we are sure we are right about,
can shake us out of complacency and reinvigorate our minds, opening us up to
understanding people and perspectives that were alien to us before. This alone is
good reason to remain inquisitive, no matter how much experience we have or how
old we get. In the Zen tradition, this willingness to question is known as beginner’s
mind, and it has a way of generating possibilities we couldn’t have seen from the
point of view of knowing something with certainty. The willingness to question
everything doesn’t necessarily mean we don’t believe in anything at all, and it
doesn’t mean we have to question every single thing in the world every minute of
the day. It just means that we are humble enough to acknowledge how little we
actually know about the mysterious universe we call home.
Nearly every revolutionary change in the history of human progress came about
because someone questioned some time-honored belief or tradition and in doing so
revealed a new truth, a new way of doing things, or a new standard for ethical and
moral behavior. Just so, a commitment to staying open and inquisitive in our own
individual lives can lead us to new personal revolutions and truths, truths that we
will hopefully, for the sake of our growth, remain open to questioning."
January 8, 2016 Madisyn Taylor

Speak Up

I’d rather get over my fear of what someone might think of me than ignore
something that could change the quality of life on this planet for everyone.
Kimberly Carter Gamble (www.thrivemovement.com)

“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that
matter”
Martin Luther King Jr

“ Everywhere in our world we are now seeing the awakening of humanity

speed up. We are seeing massive rallies against corruption and rallies for
peace spread. We are seeing tyranny, cover-ups and false fags exposed.
And more importantly, we are seeing movements converging that ofer
solutions to these issues the world faces. People’s inner worlds of heart
and mind are breaking free and we are seeing this have direct and
positive impacts in our outer world.”
Dr. Kathy Forti, clinical psychologist

“All that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned, combated,
suppressed — only to emerge all the more powerfully, all the more
triumphantly from the struggle.”
Nikola Tesla

“There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true; the
other is to refuse to believe what is true.”
Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855)

“During 2016 more young people and old people, inside and outside world
governments, will speak the truth with greater energy, greater clarity and
less fear than ever before in human history. And their words will be heard,
preserved and multiplied beyond the reach of establishment suppression.
They will tell of many things from their own personal experience. They will
tell of Earth changes to come and they will tell of Earth changes past.”
Unknown
“….The Truth is not new. The Truth is being revealed for us to acknowledge,
remedy, and break free from perceived limitations….”
https://ourgreaterdestiny.wordpress.com/

The Importance of the word "CONSTRUCTIVE"
“It has become apparently clear that there arises confusion in a lot of articles that
simply are aiming at reaching the same goal of World Peace. What one person
expresses another states that it is regarded as negative or judgement. The
important factor to note here is that the common goal is to express the truth of
importance with having the intent to do so in “a usefull or" with "benefcial purpose”
so to create world peace, and within ourselves; to bring the truth out to the world so
that all are able to live a more authentic and truthfull life.” Of course we need to

ensure that any word that is used that may be negative is "constructive" so as to
reach world peace both outside and within ourselves. This goes for actions as well.”
Para Kas

How the word CONSTRUCTIVE can change
something that may appear or come across
negative with a positive purpose…..
Commenting : express an opinion or reaction
Criticizing : indicate the faults of (someone or something) in a disapproving way;
form and
express a judgement of
Sarcasm : the use of irony to mock or convey contempt
Judging: form an opinion or conclusion about
Viewpoint: a person's opinion or point of view
Opinion: a view or judgement formed about something, not necessarily based on
fact or
knowledge

Now place the word “CONSTRUCTIVE” before
each word of the following words and it
actually changes the whole meaning.

CONSTRUCTIVE :
having or intended to have a useful or benefcial purpose; that is intended and
useful to help or improve something, often with an ofer of possible solutions

Constructive Commenting: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial
purpose with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of
possible solutions, in expressing an opinion or reaction
Constructive Criticizing: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial
purpose with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of
possible solutions, when indicating disapproval or expressing a judgement
Constructive Sarcasm: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial purpose
with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of possible
solutions, when there is mocking or conveying contempt
Constructive Judging: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial purpose
with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of possible
solutions, when forming an opinion or conclusion about something or someone
Constructive Viewpoint: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial
purpose with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of
possible solutions, regarding a person's opinion or point of view about something or
someone
Constructive Opinion: having or intended to have a useful or benefcial purpose
with the intent to help and improve something, often with an ofer of possible
solutions, regarding a view or judgement formed about something, not necessarily
based on fact or knowledge

Note:
“..become a true independent judge of any source of information, armed
with the tools to analyze it sharply and clearly….examine information with
logic…..These days, information is a food. There is really no way to pick
out the good information by merely relying on the reputation of the author
of an article or internet post……We are faced with an undiferentiated
mass of material that would take years to digest—and still we wouldn’t be
able to catch up…..The solution? Set down principles and strategies for
rational discourse. Try to distinguish between valid and invalid
argument……”
Jon Rappoport

https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2017/02/25/logic-analysis-coursehome-schooling/

purpose of learning to think critically, discovering the truth from within—
not just believing things blindly because it came from an "authority" or
credible source. Instead of telling you what the truth is, we share
information from many sources so that you can discern it for yourself.
http://sitsshow.blogspot.com.au/2016/11/Self-Mastery-and-SovereigntyReclaiming-the-Mind-and-Healing-the-Negative-Ego-Free-Your-Mind-fromNegative-Self-talk-Meditation-for-a-Positive-Mind.html

"it's about sharing what's happened for others, then ofering refections so
that you may fnd your own way to your own inner gateways. If you can
identify roughly where you are on the landscape, and what type of
experiences you're having, then it helps transition through much more
quickly and efectively."
http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2017/03/how-to-follow-your-path-oflight.html#more

According to
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/henceforth
"henceforth" is defned as:
"From this time forth; from now on"

And so from henceforth, equipped with tools,
resources, knowledge and wisdom gained, walk a
path, pursue or go on a journey of discovering your
own truth about you and life.

Please note:

"The truth was a mirror in the hands of God. It fell,
and broke into pieces. Everybody took a piece of it,
and they looked at it and thought they had the
truth."
Jalaluddin Rumi

In discovering the WHOLE truth requires joining
the puzzles together..............

Note:
There are wonderful educational, inspiring and motivational beautiful books in
the world that adults and adolescents love to read that are for children, or children
books that are also intended for adults and adolescents. Hence since it was not

easy to decide where some of the books should be placed in terms of audience
category, please do feel free to read any of the books by Para Kas, for there are
phenomenal messages that are contained within the children’s books that are very
invaluable for both adults and adolescents. For all ages.....

Try telling one person in the meeting hall a story, and ask him to repeat it quietly to
the next and the next person to the next, until it comes back to you. By the time
you hear your original story; it will not even be recognizable.

http://humansarefree.com/2014/11/without-true-knowledge-of-past-there-is.html

Writings/Art/Drawing/Photograph/Illustration by Para Kas
Usage permissions:

If you need to use any of the Writings/Art/Drawing/Photograph/Illustration by Para Kas
from this website on your website or any other media you have our permission to use it as long
as you provide an attribution link: www:solancevoyagegallery.com.au/

Over many years, A lot of effort has been put into writing, creating, editing, proofreading and
producing the creations. There are some words within books or writings written by Para Kas, that
have been intentionally spelt a certain way; or statements or grammar written in a way to try to
reduce ambiguity of the English language. However, if you believe there is a correction/s that I
may have overlooked, please do feel free to inform me by email:
para@solancevoyagegallery.com.au with the URL (link) so I can go direct to the correction you
are wishing for me to look at that may possibly need correction.
I thank you Sincerely.

Copyright © 2017
Para Kas

This book is Copyright.
Conceived, Created and Produced by
Para Kas.

All rights (with the exception of some resources e.g. quotes,
photos by other Sources with their own rights and protections) are
reserved, including the right of reproduction in whole or in part in
any form.

Apart from any fair dealing for ONLY the purposes of your own
personal/private: study, growth, inspiration or motivational
purposes, no part may be produced, or reproduced by any

process, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording nor stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any
form or otherwise for your proft, business, education or other,
without frst putting in writing your Inquiries or request for
permission to the copyright owner,

Para Kas
para@solancevoyagegallery.com.au

Thank you to Peter Lewis, "Rutherford Fine Leather Binding P/L" ( www.rfb.com.au)
for his enormous help with fne tuning the details of the design shown above that I
was inspired to draw, and organizing through his networks, "Graphic Metal Plates"
(QLD) to create the plates for this special logo design. This logo was frst used to
stamp and imprint on all the frst set of volumes of books produced.

Note that the design/logo above is Copyright
and specifcally designed and intended for
Para Kas

Copyright © 2017 Para Kas
The works Conceived, Created, Written, Designed and Produced by Para Kas is
Copyright.
All rights (with the exception of some resources e.g. quotes, photos by other
Sources with their own rights and protections) are reserved, including the right of
reproduction in whole or in part in any form.
Apart from any fair dealing for ONLY the purposes of your own personal/private:
study, growth, inspiration or motivational purposes, no part may be produced, or
reproduced by any process, or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,

recording nor stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or otherwise
for your proft, business, education or other, without frst putting in writing your
Inquiries or request for permission to the copyright owner,
Para Kas
para@solancevoyagegallery.com.au

I dedicate this book to

Karen Walsh-Smith

Karen Walsh-Smith who I have Known since I was little girl. I Treasure you and an
Honour to call you my beautiful angel sister. You are a Light to all the children you
Guide on this World, singing and dancing your heart’s content and teaching them
that is what life ought to be all about. To me you are My Angel of Joy and to all the
children of this world. Karen I love you. Bless your Soul for all that you do for the
Children of this World. You give so much of your Light. May it also fulfl you with
Extraordinary Blessings that you so deserve.

A Special dedication to Karen Walsh-Smith’s Husband Adam and the
Families
May all the Universal Energies of Eternal Life, Guide you All and keep you All safe
and well, and fulflled in All ways.

Joshua and Chloe

May the world ofer you both all the Blessings of protection and opportunity to
create wonder for this world. May your joy of laughter echo to everlasting freedom
to be who you truly were born to be.....

Thomas and Margaret Walsh
(In loving memory of)

God I Miss your both so much. Life is not the same without you both on Earth. I
know that Life has not been easy for all of us, but you both showed so much love to
this world because of who you always were and ARE!!!!! I Love you Both Sooooooo
Much with all my Heart and Soul. I deeply and so dearly so very very honoured that
I have felt deeply close to both of you.

Mum Walsh I know you can hear me, and I know you know how much I absolutely
adore you. I Thank you from the core of My Soul for loving me like one of your
daughters. I know that I have always had the most utmost admiration for how
deeply Karen has been Blessed and I must say, you always made me feel home to
your heart............I love you both you and dad Walsh lots. Know your both in my
thoughts................................

I dedicate this book to

The Precious Souls Max(Maxi) and Zoe( in Loving Memory of)

You both are my smile of life. My smile of Love. My smile of Heart. My Smile of Soul.
I love you both so MUCH !!!!!

Max I Thank you so Much For your Strength, Determination, And Extraordinary
Guidance and Healing which is Remarkable!!!!!! No Matter What you Sure Brighten
My Days. The Love you and Zoe have shared for one another was something so
Beautifull to have watched.........And it sure has changed my Perspectives of so
many things about aspects of life that once I did not even give a thought of.

I hold you So Close to My Heart and Soul. I Thank You So So much for being in All of
our lives. I Love you So Much Max. I Love you So So Much.

The way you hold my Hand and Hug to show How much you Love me Absolutely
Makes My Heart Beat So Fast with So much HeartFelt Joy Feeling So Blessed and So
So Very Gratefull. I Love You So Much And Thank you So So Much Max Thank You So
So Much ......

A Special Thankyou to

Otto Vetter for Zoe, A Special Gift of Soul Heart Love xxooxx

Kurt Andrew McEnaney for your Precious Gift of Maxi. Maxi has helped me in so
many ways in all aspects of my life. I Thank you dearly for Maxi. He is Truly God
Sent just like Zoe beyond words!!!!!

Dr. Corrie Pinkster for saving Max. Bless your Soul.

I dedicate this book to

Amanda Taylor, her son Lincoln Jakobsson, their
pet Looney,
and pet Cerridwen (In Loving Memory of)

Amanda Taylor, My spiritual mum who gave life to me on a Spiritual Realm Many
Lifepaths ago, gave me reason to return to this world to embrace her presence

again. Our Union was very overwhelmingly special, with a Beautiful connection and
a remembrance of one another.

You gave me a beautiful gift: your Motherly Love and giving birth to your Amazing
son Lincoln Jakobsson. He always fnds a way to put a smile of Hope for me. He
always brought such phenomenal Joy to my own soul. You both held me in my most
Deepest Adversities; your commitment to help me hold onto Hope is the more
reason why I love you both.

Your phenomenal commitment to caring and fostering animals speaks volumes
about who you truly are!!!!! Truly Beautifull!! Love to the adorable Looney!! and My
Love to Cerridwen (In Loving Memory of) who always sat by my side.

Love also to your Love Ones and All your Pets. May all that you Hope for and wish
for be Fully Fulflled with Phenomenal Glory!!!!!! I love you!!!!!!

I dedicate this book to

Those striving for Answers

To Beautiful Soul Gabrielle Day

You are truly are Blessing to this world!
I Hope with all my Soul that your world is full of Blessings in Abundance in Return.
My love to you for Always!!!!!! xoxoxox

I dedicate this book to

All of the Universal Galaxies far and
beyond

AND

To my Beautifull Twin Sister
Christine Kas
Whose great Love And Support for me over the years during her
adversities of life, has ofered me opportunity to love fully. Her
Extraordinary, Creative and Connection to Higher Forces, Abilities
I’m Astounded By. Your concept of life is so special and although I
was always wanting to love and protect you, I smile to know you
were always wanting to Love and Protect me. I love you so Much
for your constant Support though moments I was not Aware.
I know my Soul Always wants to be so strong for You. Always
wants to show you the World to be so Good and FULL of Life,
though you Already know from your Hopes you hold so close to
your own Soul also.
I know my life was always shared from the day I was born with
you close by, and I know that although both our paths are on a
whole new world, I always, going to have you, closeby.
Hold onto what you hold so true to your own worth, for I know all
that is for Soul Purpose does always come forth. Christine Kas I
love you.

Special Dedications to:

The Gurdies and Yarra Glen VIC Australia

The Gurdies had Been our Sanctuary in midst of adversity and
Yarra Glen Our Sacred Private World for the time that it was
meant for; where we Fullflled what otherwise would not have
been possible. Both will forever be Treasured as a Special Private
Sanctuary, and the Memories Built there will Be Long
Remembered.

As we watched The Gurdies’ major transformation from a tranquil
with lots of trees becoming very busy with nature disappearing,
and sadly unjustifable adversities forcing us to leave our
‘Sanctuary’, lead us to follow our next part of our Precious
Dreams to Yarra Glen and what a Divine experience and Joy it has
been.

Although we have visioned and on the way to be Nestled in the
Sacredness of a Special Place far away, where our souls yearn to
be for what seems to have been for so long, where the Majestic
Nature sing and Thrive so Freely with the birds’ Songs, and the
Tranquillity so Immense that you can hear the rivers trickling
amongst closeness with the rocks. A Heaven on Earth where the
Sacredness of Country and Ocean, and Nature all United are
thought of and Preserved. Our Precious Treasure.

The Gurdies and Gippsland, Yarra Glen and Yarra Ranges: The
Special People, The Precious Souls we have formed the most
Dearest Bonds with, The Sacred Sights visited, The Awakenings,
The truths learnt, The Lessons, The fear faced, The Soul Evolution,
The Dreams told and fulflled, The Adventures and The Miracles
Unfolded, The Profound Discoveries, The Realisations, The

Illuminations, The Books completed, The Appreciations, The
Magic, The Power of Love, The Healings, The Awareness, The Joys,
The Knowledge and Wisdom Gained, The Contributions,
Unconditional True Love. It was where for my husband Otto and I
changed our lives immeasurably.

I dedicate this book to:

Nieces Madeleine and Sophie Kas (God daughter)

And to My Beautiful Nieces Madeleine and Sophie Kas (God
daughter) who I love So Much, Adore and Hold So Sooooooo
close to my Soul. I Love you Both Lots!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I Thankyou so
much to God that you Are Both Part of my Life
xxxxxxxxxooooooxxxxx

Through true form of appreciation one fnd themselves
mesmerised to a more deeper, Soul level of knowing how Blessed
one is. No worth of the most precious metal on Earth (Gold) could
measure close, to comparison, what can only be felt with the Soul
of the Heart to form life so Magical. The True Fragrance: to
Appreciate and Acknowledge.

The Name

“SÒLANCE VOYAGE” ™

SÒLANCE
SÒLANCE was conceived in 2012, inspired upon our travels, by a name ‘Solace’ on a gate
(Coast of South Gippsland, Victoria, Australia).
The creation of the word SÒLANCE is a combination of:
The letter N (14) where our interpretation of the alphabetical letter in numerology stands for
Love, Comforting, Natural Elements of Healing
and
The significant meanings of the following words:
 Sòl
 Soul


Solar



Solar Master (Guide)



The Sun.

The word SÒLANCE *’thereafter’ (to our awareness)* is recognised as a word and or name
and has become widely used in many forms. This gave a wonderfull opportunity to provide
further definition and accuracy thus of what we stand for:
“Solance, known ...for.....compassion, wisdom and sense of justice proved time again.....”
http://scarteleu.wikia.com/wiki/Solance
“The name of Solance creates a happy, versatile, and expressive nature, with good business

judgement and a fine sense of responsibility, which should enable you to establish congenial
relationships in positions of trust where you are dealing with the public. You have a cleaver,
quick mind, with the ability to accomplish a great deal in a short period of time........... This
name could allow expression along musical and artistic lines and gives you the desire to
entertain and to meet and mix with people of refinement and culture. It also brings out your love
of home and family, and in close association you are able to show understanding and affection.
Others are attracted by your generosity and your consideration of their interests......”
http://www.abalarians.com/Female/solance.htm

VOYAGE
The VOYAGE is the Journey itself.
The Voyage has been undeniably the most unimaginable challenge we have ever encountered.
The reason being that upon uniting, Otto and myself, Para, lead us to the most Profound
Phenomenal Discoveries, Profound Awakenings, Illuminations, Adventures, Wonderfull Positive
Surprises, Gifts and Extraordinary Precious Treasures, Enormous Accomplishments and
Immense Deeper Soul Evolution beyond words!!!!! Thus, a greater perspective of Fullfillment.
A Magical Miraculous Blessing!!!!!
The Voyage continues and along the way provides Extraordinary Surprises.

SÒLANCE VOYAGE is Precious to us.
For so many reasons it offers also not only Love, Journey, Surprises...... but also
Astoundingly an image of a sailing vintage boat/small ship sailing on the waters far
beyond the horizons.........The significance of Great Importance.

Please note: some words that have an ending with ‘ful’ are not misspelled. I have
deliberately spelt them with their ending being ‘FULL’. This is to emphasize the
importance and fullness and thus, Energy of the word. Since I have always
associated “full” with complete, I fnd it at times not easy to read words that end in
‘ful’ because the mind sees it as incomplete. Although we are starting to learn the
truth about the purpose of the English language, hence, its ambiguity and
inconsistency in its grammar and spelling, I felt important to ensure the Energy to
certain words with the ‘ful’ at the end of them by spelling them with ‘FULL” instead.
Examples: beautiful to BeautiFULL, wonderful to WonderFULL, grateful to
GrateFULL and so on. Also note that there are words in middle of sentences or
paragraphs that start with a capital letter. Again this is not a spelling error. It is to
simply accentuate the importance behind the word, its energy or power.

Over 'Astronomical' many years, A lot of efort has been put into writing, creating,
editing, proofreading and producing the First Set of Books, "Set 1: The 27 Books".
There are some words within books or writings written by Para Kas, that have been
intentionally spelt a certain way; or statements or grammar written in a way to try
to reduce ambiguity of the English language. However, if you believe there is a
correction/s that I may have overlooked, please do feel free to inform me by email:
para@solancevoyagegallery.com.au with the URL (link) so I can go direct to the
correction you are wishing for me to look at that may possibly need correction.
I thank you Sincerely.

Excerpt of each of the following books includes:
Reasons for writing the book/Introductions;
Acknowledgements/Dedications;
Note that the First Set of 27 Books are listed in the order that they
were conceived/created.

I dedicate this book to

My Beautifull Mother Sofa Kas
Because of you I learnt what the true defnition of Determination is. It takes
enormous strength, courage and will power, and total devotion to life through all its
great trials and tribulations. It sure gives rise to a whole new level the meaning of
the word Hope. It brought me to the Truth of the TRUE Defnition of Faith.
Thankyou for believing in me so much that you were prepared and did so, do
everything to save my Precious life that special day I was born, when all the
medical department at the time gave up on me. I am most grateful. I am left
astounded by How Immigrants let alone Aboriginals were treated in Australia. I am
only now starting to learn the truth. I am so dearly sorry by all that you have faced
in life. I am so sorry that we were all faced with people that did not know what Love
and Respect meant. One thing does remain Love Always Wins I was once told. And I
see this happening more and more each moment of my own True life. I pray all the
time that you and all my Love ones are protected and kept safe, are Healthy and
fnd True meaning of how to live life. I hope your heart has now found harmony
mum. I love you So Much.......

Dr. Marshall Donnelly, Otto Vetter, Professor Peter Kas, and FRAN A special
Honour to you all for your Profound Support. Your Extraordinary determination to
ensure those wanting support receive it should be widely recognised. Your support,
devotion to helping others astounds me. You all are the reason why I have learnt so

much about the truth of the wealth of health. Your knowledge and expertise, your
help and guidance I am Phenomenally so so gratefull for. You are all worth more
than all the most precious elements on earth for all you do for those wanting help!!
Bless your Souls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Professor Peter Kas I Absolutely Adore you. You are Precious to me and My Only
Brother and I Think the World of You. I Am Always Totally Amazed By the Incredible
Devotion to what you do with such Depth of Honour and Intergrity to the Highest
Possible Level that I know of. I Am so very Blessed you are in Our Lives. I love you
so much and Hold you so Dear to me. You Have done so much for this world. And
you have given all you possibly can with such profound dedication to True Essence
of Life. We wish the adversities we have faced did not have to be to shape us into
who we are today. We wished that life was more harmonious and the lessons that
needed to be learnt were more nurturing and more gentle to us. Life I am still
learning its Whole concept. However I know this, That all of us know one most
Precious element in life and that is that we would do anything for our love ones. We
would absolutely do anything because all we want is the best for them and all we
want is the best of life. For me Family and Love have become two of the Most
Crucial Signifcance of My Life. And it is through some of the most unfathomable
adversities that have lead me to hold on so much more tighter and more deeper
into the meaning of Family and Love. I Love you So Much Peter and Only want the
best that Life Should Ofer you !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Penny Kas (My Sister and Sister-in-Law) Beautiful Penny Kas, I hope with all my
Heart only Good comes to you. I Hope that All your Hopes are fulflled and All that
you Hope for Ofers you more Joy than you thought possible. I hope with All of my
Heart and Soul that your world is full of hope fulflment. For You Sure Do Deserve
It!!! You Sure do deserve good in your Life Penny!!!!!I You sure have done alot for
Maddy and Sophie. I love you all dearly. I love you Lots!!!!!!!!!!!!

My Beautifull Twin Sister Christine Kas
Thankyou so much for looking after mum whilst I was on my journey to Discovery,
Illumination and Awakening, of fulflling a journey that was so so precious to my
own soul. Thank you for your support and love also. Your devotion is evident in
itself. You love numbers and so this book and your idea of what you were searching
for, is in the pages of this book to now be embraced by what you wanted for so
long. I love you

“Tati” Thank you. I realised one valuable awareness on your 102 nd Birthday
Celebrated on the 2nd of May of 2013....how Special you are. I would have been
Honoured to have known you on Earth. I totally understand the Signifcance of why
Otto grew up in the Depths of the Forest and Surrounding Lake. The Importance of
the Need for the World to Understand The Pure Silence, of the Innocence of Nature
that needs to be left untouched by Civilization....it is so as to be fully Appreciated
and Deeply Respected for what it Trully is as it is Perfect. It is the very core element
of Knowledge that you so dearly wanted, and have with Great Success I must say,
wanted, to pass on. I can see now why your Son loves you so so much. You showed
him the Truth of True Existence of Life and in doing so, you taught him the True
Values of Life. In the world that we came to experience watching the changes unfold
to its New formed World. The enormous trials and tribulations faced can cause one
to lose themselves and for a moment or so forget not only the Truth of their
Existence but also the Morals and Values of life. However the Soul never forgets. It
knows that some day one will remember again, and that is what is happening right
now what is called Awakenings on Earth. I am sure you are smiling and so joyfull of
that. And so I know in my own Soul your desire for Forest and Lake, Nature and Pure
Silence to Return to its Truth of what they ought to be on Earth, is fnally becoming
so........That in itself is a Liberating Joy to Know!! The words that your son Otto
speaks of you are the most Exceptional. Thank you for Otto. Thank you for allowing
me to fully Understand. I love life.

How many of us when we were young, though many of us still do today, have
made a wish upon a shooting star, or held onto a special talisman in hope that it
would bring us luck, or looked at a picture of a favourite toy and imagined it to
come true? How many of us have made wishes burning a candle and performing
magic in hope that that which is for our highest good comes true? Magic such as
engraving what we desire on a candle and letting it burn, or writing the name of a

true love in the sands and hope that it unfolds to a deeper loving commitment?
How many of us fantasized being the prince or princess and dreaming big,
holding onto a favourite object that held such truth, such love, such meaning for
us? How many of us have actually performed Magic using some of the most
amazing elements in nature, holding them close or leaving them by our bedside,
and placing all our wishful energies into them in hope that they come true?

I believe most of us, if not all of us, have done one or more of the above when we
were young and even as an adult. Many children, who once were forgotten and
abused, are only now starting to be protected again and allowed to dream big; to
feel the excitement to believing again.

We are all children at Heart. It matters not how old we are. How wonderful
though to be able to allow children to dream again, to believe and to perform
magic that is good magic, magic of make believe that often astounds us when
they come true. We are left overwhelmed by its miracle.

This book is to give children the opportunity to know that magic is good if we use
it for the good of all mankind and Earth. Magic should be used to promote
imagination, daydreaming, visualization, to hope and know that miracles and
wishes are possible, and that all things for our highest good are of a promise.

Allow the child to dream again. Allow a child to create. Allow a child to perform
magic for what a wonderful world to see a child, that once upon a time in the Old
World were deprived of their true existence of life, live again.....let them fy, let
them create and bring back a world of light. And, set a good example for children
to use magic and dream big with love, for in doing so what a wonderful world it
would be to be full of love and light Again.

“Awakening the Soul” book

Welcome

12th July 2017

“Art is an expression of my Soul, whether it be drawing, painting,
photography or sculpturing. It inspires, motivates, heals,
expresses, brings joy, clarity, and is the voice of my Being, my
Soul, my Heart, and Mind. For me it also is a form of language
from a Higher Source...the Universe.”

For as long as I can remember, I loved writing. I would spend my days and nights writing for
hours, poems, stories ……………..I would also spend many hours with my camera taking
endless photos, mostly Sunsets with ocean views…………………….. Photography has been a
passion of mine for many years. As a Spiritual Healer, the opportunity and potential to capture
such a Beautiful moment acts as a re-vitalising agent to my Soul.

When I showed my photos, writings and poems to others, it would spark a start of their own
journey onto something their heart and soul yearned for. It brought them just like for me, also
hope, inspiration and guidance. This brought about a catalyst that began me on a journey in
anticipation and eagerness, to one day produce a book filled with love and light, hope and joy,
peace and clarity, wisdom and so much more. Little did I know at the time that I would one night
find myself woken to begin that thought so strong. It lead me to begin a journey I never
imagined.

We all need love, support, guidance, hope, strength. We all need companionship, laughter, and
fulfilled dreams. We all need harmony, peace, and acknowledgement, to freely be able to and
with expression of our emotions without fear. I know that I also have an inexplicable desire to
always want to connect with Universe/Higher Realms……………...

Upon initially embarking on this journey, I honestly either had no idea or was ignorant to want to
know that doing so meant facing the deepest awakenings along the way, immense sacrifice,
losses and some of the most unjustifiable challenges, and huge lessons too. Many times I wanted
to get of the path I found myself on. But remarkably every single time My Heart, My Soul would
call to me, reminding me that regardless of all the odds against me from every level for all
reasons, to hold onto that desire, that soul depth desire, that soul depth dream. But it was more
than those words reminding me. It was this most Extraordinary Powerfull Photo that would stir
immense hope, knowingness, harmony, peace and faith within the core of my being that would

draw enormous strength to pull it through. Remarkably on this colored textured paper I am
typing on!

Like music, art and words play an extraordinary role in restoring our faith, bringing us hope and
light, inspiration and joy to our hearts and our souls. Life is so precious. Once in a while it just
takes a few words or some form of art, to inspire and motivate us, to truly help us back on track,
to allow ourselves to courageously walk forward in life, to see clearly again. Sometimes a bump
on the road causes one to trip, stumble or fall, Universe sends us Angels to just touch our hand,
say a warm gesture, a reminder of who we are, to effortlessly jump up so high saying what was
that? A stumble? To teach us lessons, to look where we are walking and to help one grow wiser,
stronger and lighter.

I don’t know why this one particular photo would have such a Profound affect on me. Every
single time I wanted to throw the towel in and not complete my passion, the books, because of
the heartache along the way, this one photo found a way to fill my whole soul with enormous
hope beyond words………………… And here I am realizing I am finalizing the last of the first
set of 27 books, to which in fact is the first book I began my journey upon ……………
The truth is that I do not remember where and when exactly I took the photo. It was such a very
long time ago now. But the photo would always make me feel safe, and fill my Heart with Hope.
Somehow

it

was

Home

for

me……….

And

it

gave

me

strength

to

carry

on……………..Remarkably I think always of the 12 Apostles at Great Ocean Road in Victoria,
Australia.

I recall a time when I was living at Flinders, Victoria, Australia, a flash of a past life there. I was
sitting on the beach on some rocks and suddenly I saw myself in a very long ancient looking
dress, and married to a sailor, and all I can recall is seeing myself living high on a hill with ocean
views, and seeing an old ancient sailing ship or boat and the waves in full motion. There is more
to the story, but I often wondered about the photo that kept me going, and the flash remembrance
of a past life……….

Regardless, the photo has been my hope, my strength, my guidance……. I wonder if finalizing
this last book of the first set, that was the first book I first began this journey on, means
something significance ……….time will tell……………(Funnily, everywhere I go I always see
signs of ‘The Last Supper - The 12 Apostles” from the Biblical story. Let’s hope it’s not my last
supper on earth in producing to the world the first set of books, fulfilling a Promise.)

May this book bring you a level of peace and harmony into your life and into your heart and soul
as it has for me and those close to me.

Let me be your Inspiration
Let me into your Soul
Let us dream
Let us walk
Hand in hand.
Let me help you,

Let not fear
Step in its way.
I Believe
Let me be your Light
Let no one
Cloud your sight
Follow your Heart
Follow those Dreams
No longer do you have to
Walk alone this path.
I rejoice in your achievements
I cry at your fears
I try to show you many Signs
To reassure
Your yearnings
Are real.

Oh dear soul
Believe all is so
Surrender to the Heavens above
And dream your dreams
That your soul yearns for....

Let it all unfold
For all is all possible...........
Guide

Important Notice:
Guidance lead us to Yarra Glen, Vic Australia, where we are currently and have now
stayed for over a year, which has been a total positive surprise for us. The time at
Yarra Glen has become an Astounding Experience. The Love, generosity and
welcome from the people has left us totally Amazed. The connection and bonds
formed will forever be deeply remembered, as well those we have formed in
surrounding towns.
We have traveled extensively over the years but the time has arrived where there is
a Special 'calling' for us to now go 'home'. And so we are in the process of planning
a Special move whilst the new website is being activated.
Once settled to the new address, further contact details will surely be provided to
the new website.
Till then we would be most deeply appreciated if you could please email us if you
wish to contact us.
Blessings All of your Souls
Thank you!!!!!
23rd July 2017

I dedicate this book to

Isabella who since a little toddler gave me Abundance of White feathers to show
me the way. And to this day, a grown Stunning young Lady who is SO Very Special,
A very gifted and Pure Soul that makes my Heart SOOOOOO warm BEYOND
WORDS!!!!! My Beautifull Isabella, you would always fnd a way liven my Heart with
such warmth, such enormous Love and deep respect that I am profoundly humbled

and Blessed.....May all the days and nights of your Life for Always and Always be
protecting and guiding you in return..........I love you SOOOOOOOOOO
much!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Jascha who has Also brought smiles to my face from the very frst time we met. He
was tiny then. And as the years have passed me by so fast, he has grown into a
most glorious young man. You have no idea how very proud of you I am Jascha!!!!!!!
And I am SOOOOOOOOOOO happy you are still connected and around horses. You
and horses makes my heart beat so fast!!!! It is so joyfull to know and may forever
the horses continue to carry your way with such love efortlessly that they do.

Catherine Narayan, a rare Goddesses, A Beautifull Mother with a gifted Heart. It is
no wonder the children are the way they are and have always been. Special. I hear
your Precious Music in my Soul and has made my soul dance with joy. Keep playing
your violin. It is so beautifull to know. Neel Narayan whose Great determination to
want the Best for your Family leaves me Always Amazed. Both you and Catherine
have done such an extraordinary parenting to raise such Amazing souls. God Bless
both of your souls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I am So Blessed to Have you All in my Life. All of my love to all of you!!!!!

Dearest Catherine a message to you from All the Gods Above
The sun Shines through wind storm and rain
The Heart beats fast knowing it has Worth
The Love of Joy Whole
Knowing you are Gold
And as these words come fowing right now

I send My Heart Felt Joy....

I dedicate this book to:

Nieces Madeleine and Sophie Kas (also my God daughter)

To My Beautiful Nieces Madeleine and Sophie Kas (also my God daughter), I
love you both So Much, Adore and Hold So Sooooooo close to my Soul. There will
never be any words to deeply express to you both how much I love you Both. You
have no idea how much I hold you both in my Heart and what I have had to endure
when I was so far and apart from you both, in a time when I had to go on a Special
Journey, A Promise that I had to fullfll. I will forever continue to embrace the
memories we create and the Love I share. I Love you Both sooooooooooooo
much!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I am only so sorry I missed some of those years of your growing. I
know there were circumstances that were out of my control, but I know one fact I
love you both forever. xxxxxxxxxooooooxxxxx

Through true form of appreciation one fnd themselves mesmerised to a more
deeper, Soul level of knowing how Blessed one is. No worth of the most precious
metal on Earth (such as Gold) could measure close, to comparison, what can only

be felt with the Soul of the Heart to form life so Magical. The True Fragrance: to
Appreciate and Acknowledge.

'In person' Tarot Courses are held. New Address will be provided soon.
Accepting 1- 4(Maximum Number of) Students per 'in person' Tarot Course
For 'in person' Tarot Course - Prerequisite: Email Cover letter answering
following questions
- Why do you wish to attend this course in particular?
- What do you wish to achieve in attending this course in particular?
- What is the purpose of doing this Tarot course?
Please provide full name and date of Tarot Course you are requesting about/wish to
book in for?
I, Para Kas-Vetter, will reply asap.

Awakening The Soul Workshop
Accepting 1- 12(Maximum Number of) Students

Courses/workshop via online (i.e. Video/Utube) available soon.

Next 10 Week Tarot Course available
March 10th, 2018
August 4th, 2018
They will be held on Saturdays 10am-2pm
Next Awakening The Soul Workshop Available
February 24th, 2018
July 28th, 2018
They will be held on Saturdays 10am-4pm

For further details please email para@solancevoyagegallery.com.au

Bookings are required.
For in person courses, Payments can be made per week or in advance.
For online courses, payments will be required in advance per week. Full
payment in advance is welcomed.

'Payment Options'
Please click on 'Payment Options' to take you to Contact page

"Divination Journal"
Readings
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
(Please click on 'Contact' for contact details )

Fees

$40 (forty dollars)
(the number of pages will vary for each individual as each "Divination Journal"
handwritten is unique; personalized )
Please note Payments will be required in advance prior to sending "Divination
Journal"
Click here on 'Payment Options'

A Postal Address is required to send your "Divination
Journal" reading.
Allow for 1-2 weeks for delivery

"Divination Journal" Readings
A Combination of Intuition/Psychic with one or more of the following Guided
Divination Tools are used for each individual:
Tarot, Numerology/Numbers, Runes, Oracles, Signs/Symbology, Ancient/Wisdom
Knowledge of various Sources, Angels, Tao I Ching, Maya, 22 Zodiac Signs, Animals,
Plants/Flowers/Herbs, Aztec/Sun Stone, Colour, Alphabet, Other.

Requirements:
As part of the "Divination Journal" Reading, could you please provide your frst name
that you use and are known by currently, and either a birth date or age (the age of
your next coming up birthday). It would be most appreciated as this information
would be able to help me provide you an even deeper insight of your reading in
terms of using also letters and numbers.
Consideration has been taken into account for individuals who are adopted, or have
had their name changed for personal, private or other reasons.

Welcome to My new revolution in readings:
The hand written ‘Divination Journal’
readings.
Having invested many years doing ‘face to face’ and ‘phone readings’ in the past, I
came to realize my love for writing and the great thought in writing readings. It was
for this reason that lead to some time ago in emailing readings. Upon trying to
return to the face to face and phone readings, I felt the love of doing something
‘everyone does’ was not creative any more, inspiring and motivational for me. I
wanted to do something so diferent, so unique in the way I do readings. Upon
writing a “journal” reading to yet another love one, an epiphany and thus, strong
guidance on the night of 16th of October 2017 gave way to a new revolution in how
I want to do now readings.
I understand that there are those who are blind or cannot read and would prefer
face to face or phone readings. I apologize that I cannot meet everyone’s needs.

Although I have accommodated many needs of others in the past, I must also
ensure I fully stand true to my own calling of my own heart if I am to perform in an
ability that I so dearly resonate well with.

http://www.teachingsofthemasters.org/

https://rebeccacampbell.me/
https://www.ffty8magazine.com/about/

Please note:



Allow for 1-2 weeks for delivery



Number of pages will vary for each individual as each Divination Journal
written is unique; personalized

Universal Language of Life Guidance
Universal Language of Life Guidance are free and will be available to the public as follows:
1st December 2017 for "December 2017-February 2018"
1st March 2018 for "March - May 2018"
1st June 2018 for "June - August 2018"
1st September 2018 for "September - November 2018"
1st December 2018 for "December 2018 - February 2019"
I have been for months trying to think what to call this section. I could not for the life of me
think of what would describe what I am guided to do on this section of the website. So I thought
maybe by calling it "World" Readings it would explain it. Then I realised it would cover an array
of Divination tools or elements to guiding. So I then re-titled it The "ULTIMATE" Reading

trying to explain what I am guided to do for this section of the website. Still I was not completely
content. It was not until past midnight on the 2nd of November 2017 upon writing that the words
were loudly calling me!!!!! And it all made sense. Thus,
"Universal Language of Life Guidance".

I welcome DONATIONS
'Payment Options'
Please click on 'Payment Options' to take you to Contact page

The Spiritual Responsibility of Freedom
The tree revolution has begun. Healthy Brain Function Linked with Close Proximity
to Forests
Human Brain-Galactic Star Map
Rhonda Byrne What I am Not Gratefull for.....

Music is Rewiring your Brain Here's How Music Changes you
Dramatic Visual Medical Proof Of EMF Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity In EHS
Patients

Solar Storms causing Anxiety, Fatigue & Energy Shifts by Alex Myles
SPIRAL sacred sign
Life Without Food with Ray Maor The Breatharian
The Microcosm of the Macrocosm - Personal Responsibility and Self Mastery by
James Gilliland
To Those of us who are fnally Following our Intuition by Sarah Norrad

Ice-Cold Baths or Showers Can Reinforce Immune System to Fight Colds, Flu and
Even Prevent Cancer
The Chi Energy of Trees Can be Used to Heal Yourself According to Taoist Masters
We have no Planet B
The Top 10 Conspiracy Theories that Turned Fact in 2017
John Lennon- Working Class Hero
The Loneliness of Being Human -- Individuality and Universality
We are all One, only our Egos, Beliefs and Fears Separate Us
There is No Normal Anymore
Native American Parable - It is the last place they will look
This Precious Present
THE TRUTH IS WITHIN

https://acosmicride.wordpress.com/

“….nature is so important…. we are able to observe the Creator in its perfect
state…..the sacred patterns in nature…. reminds us of our own divinity.”
http://www.lindageorgeastrology.com/the-philosophy/

“Sentimental Journey”
The Journey, no matter how you word it, whether you want to call it Soul Searchers,
Truth Seekers,
Travelers, Nomads (NO mad), or other, has deepened in its reason.
It serves as a pilgrimage, ‘a journey or search of moral or spiritual signifcance’; a
phenomenal Soul purpose.
Enriched with experience, it is meant to be for a Higher purpose, not for
malevolence intentions.
Such a "Sentimental Journey" can be unexpected, a choice, due to unforeseen
circumstances, or as a result of an Epiphany. Once you begin it, it changes you
forever and it redefnes you. And in the whole process the benefts are Remarkable.
Knowledge, wisdom, illumination, awakenings, discoveries, evolving, growth,
insights, awareness, expanding on horizons, advancing on skills, talents, abilities,
inventions, virtues of deeper quality, new beginnings, bestowed Blessings, and
builds a vast network.

“…There are four goals which philosophy… (1) to know itself; (2) to know its
Overself (Soul); (3) to know the Universe;(4) to know its relation to the Universe.
The search for these goals constitutes the Quest.”
Paul Brunton

“…. there is a Universal Spirit of immense consciousness which both inter-penetrates and
transcends the world and all life forms within it….'an ethereal body of primordial universal light'
from which everything is generated and to which everything ultimately returns and that the
human spirit possesses in itself the revelation of this truth. Behind all of the religions and
spiritual belief systems of antiquity - there has been this 'perennial philosophy'. It is an 'esoteric'

philosophy - meaning it is the study of the essential nature and interrelationships between all
aspects or expressions of existence……………...”
http://www.lindageorgeastrology.com/the-philosophy/

